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ABSTRACT 

Managers spend 75-80~ of their time communicating 

interpersonally. IronicaUy, communicmtion skills are consistently listed as a 

major weakness of today·s managers. Furthermore, management theorists 

contend that management students have been mi~-educated for the job of 

managing. This study focuses on the relationship between attitudes toward 

communication and managerial success. Communication attitude was 

measured by Hart, Carlson and Eadie's RHETSEN Scale. Success was 

measured as promotions in relation to years worked and salary in relation to 

age. The hypothesis was that the Rhetorically Sensitive manager will be 

most successful. Two three-way analyses of variance were performed to 

assess this relationship. The results indicated no significant difference in 

success level for the Rhetorically Sensitive manager. The exploratory 

research suggested several directions for future research. Implications of 

these findings and recommendations for future reseerch are noted. 

viii 



CHAPTER ONE 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

After World War II. the United States e1perienced unparalleled 

productivity gains. This was due in part to the increased demand for 

products. the absence ol international competition, a post-depression work 

force who felt lucky to have jobs at all, and employees feeling proud to be 

American workers. 'These American invaders were superior." according to 

.Lobr ( 1981 ), "not because ol their money resources, or technology but 

because ol their corporate organizational ability--and the genius behind it all 

was the American corporate manager" (p. 15). 

Since that time American business has had to face harsher economic 

and political forces. specifically, those applied by OPEC and increasing 

economic regulation. And the response to these forces bas been a decrease 

in American business productivity. Ironically, japanese and West German 

companies e1perienced many ol the same forces. yet their success rate has 

been greater than that of American companies. 

1 



America's attention turned to the problem in late 1980 when 

Newsweek. Time. The Atlamic_Monthly. Dug's Review. and Esquire_ carried 

cover stories on the general theme that managers were to blame for the sad 

state of American business (Peters and Waterman, 1982, p.34). Lohr ( 1981) 

in his article "OVerhauling America's Business Management" 9t&tes: "How 

quickly things change. Today when foreign executives speak of their 

American counterparts. they rare apt to be more scornful than awestruck, 

and indeed, the United States appears to be strewn with evidence of 

aru1~.qerial failure." {p. 15) 

A 1982 sym.po9ium at case Western Reserve University meet to 

discuss the workings of the executive mind and determine what contributes 

to successful executive performance. Thmt discussion led to the recent 

publication of The Executive Mind. Its oontributors included Chris Argyris, 

Warren Bennis, Ronald Fry, David Kolb, Henry Mintzberg, William Pasmore 

and Karl Weick. 

W.hile summarizm.g the ideas presented in the symposium, Fry and 

Pssmore ( 1983) stated "it's time educators Md researchers own up to their 

role in executive miseducation .... Our review indicated to us that executive 

ech.ucationru systems ru-e in need of major revision" (p.271 ). 

Alec in 1982, In Semrcl!.Q[.HxoeUenoo was published. The authors, 

Peters and Waterman, sought to hig.hJight the attributes of top-performing 

Ameriam companies. They assert thst the complaints ngamst American 



mmnagem.ent seem. to faU into five main categories: 

0) the business schools are doing us in; (2) the so-called 
professional managers tact the right perspective; (3) 
managers don't personally identifY with what their 
companies do; (4) managers don't take enough interest in 
their people; and()) top managers and their staff have 
become isolated in their analytic ivory towers. 
(Peters,Waterman,l982, p.3S) 
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In 1985, Peters and Austin publ.ished a sequel to In Search of 

EltceUence. In A Passion for Excellence they stmte: 'Tile No. 1 msmagerial 

productivity problem in America is, quite simply, manqers who are out of 

touch with their peop!e and out of toucb with their customers" 

lPeters,Wnterman, 1985, p.20). 

For the past ten years, organ!zations and consultants have been 

developing managerial training programs to facilitate mansgerial 

effectiveness. Mintzberg evaluated some of these training programs. He 

found that much of the training focuses on trait theory, teaching managers 

the characteristics of one l!)articu!ar leadership style (autocratic, democratic. 

particip~mtive). Mintzberg 0 973) believes the problem. with this type of 

training is Uuat, "EJicessive attention has been pmid to two bmsic styleg} of 

leadership; mutoormtic an.d participative. A tmck of understanding of the 

interpersonal behaviors of leaders has s!owed its progress"(ppJ 95-197). 

Another problem with mu:anmgeriai training is witnessed by Levinson 

( 1 968 ). 'Training bas focused on the specific mnd concrete. As a result, the 

coocern of such managers is with those tiililgs which can be oontroUed" 



(p.32). The problem \'lith this type of training is that it leaves little hope for 

dealing with uncertainty and varying situations. 

Based upon his analysis or 50,000 top managers, Argyris (1973) 

Sltates: "We are learning that~ despite sincere intentions, executives who try 

to deveiop new interpersonrd skills are, forth~ most part, unable to achieve 

frmnt 2nd open interactions with their subordinates. Nevertheless, many or 

the~ chief executive~ stili hope to be ib•e to develop mm-e effective 

leadership styles" (p.63). 

ConchJding his analysis Argyris states: 

Traditional management theories, even when effective, produce 
organizational atrophy--slow but steady deterioration. Under 
these systems, business operations may eventually grind to a halt. 
Using traditional management theories, organizations tend to 
produce valid information for routine problems, but invalid 
information for unusual problems whose solutions involve risk 
taking. (p.63} 

Another popu!mr apprrooch to manmgeriru training prepares s 

muw.!\\lger to identify the sociru style of his orr her employee and use the 

skills that complement his or her style. The Soci31 Style Profile wms first 

developed by M4!rrill rutd is currently used by Wilson Learning Center in 

their Cm.1nselor Selling ood Mooagement Training programs (Davis, 1984, 

p.l ). In 1983, Fry and !?asmore ( 1933) uiaicized such tec!miques for 

trraining executives: 



'Unfortunsteiy, in spite of the efforts of some companies to provnde 

"how to" macmgeriat training for aheir junior executives, most do a fairly 

poor job of creating real learning environments conducive to risk taking, 

e!perimentation, and development of interpersonal competencies". (p.275) 

Training in Social Styles asserts that "people are predictable" and 

that "giving the right strokes" are the keys to effectiveness (Davis, 1984, 

p. t ). Such trsinillg fails to sddress the environment, the orgrullz&tional 

situation, and the attitude/behavior of a manager and a worker which are in 

a oonsumt and unpredictable sta.te of change. 

Mintzberg ( 1973) proposes a different perspective on which to bmse 

training efforts: 

The trait appro&llcb is an intugible concept, difficult to 
operationtillze and to link to managerial behavior. Skill, on the 
other-hmnd, is m more oper2tional oonoept, directly related to 
behavior. The skill results in effective performance ... 
management schools bmve so far given little attention to the 
development of bmsic managerial skiUs; hence they bmve reWJ.y 
dollle little to train nuMu~gers. There ru-e now signs Ul!i!t 
mru:tagement schools are joi1llins the executive development people 
in their reoogrution of thrs need to teach skills. Stdll trrurung will 
prcbmbly be--and should be--the next revoiut.i.o-a ill ratunu1gement 
eductAtion. (p.193) 

MinUberg ( 1973) emphasizes the need to enplore specific 

mrutageriru skills that contribute to suoooss: 



If we seek to identify com moo and contingent managerial skills 
instead of traits, then we shait be E!lb!e to use behavior as a basis 
for measurement. If managerial training and development is to 
attain m reasonable level of efficiency, we must learn how to select 
those candidates who demonstrate the special skills that the job of 
outnagmg requires. (pp. t 94- t 95 ). 
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Researchers have also e:xptcred the area or wbat contributes to 

managerial behavior and suoooss. And recently, there has been an 

empha2!s on mtea'personal communication skills. In 1976, Jlillis argued that 

"interpersonal communication skills rure the most importoot single ft!!ctor in 

determining the success of mMsgers" (p.l8). Many resesrchers have 

substantiated this assertion with research (Fleishman, Burns, Drucker, Horne 

and Lupton. Edge and Greenwood, Brickner, Thmyerr. Smith, Hildebrtmdt., 

Uvmgston, Barnard, Fine, Fariey. Bavelas mnd Barret, and Ellis). 

Hildebrandt's ( 1982) research reveals that the top ranked most 

critical skill contributinK to managerial success compared with mccounting, 

finance or computer sk.Uls, is tbe ability to communicate effectively. {p.8} 

And research from Brar.kner ( n 974). Ellis ( 1976). jmmeson ( t 979), Reddin 

( 1970) and Mi.ntzberg ( 1978) reveal that two or the ma~jor weaknesses of 

today·~ managers are the lack of commurucmtion skills and the inability to 

deal with uncertrunty. [otter's ( 1982) research reverus that mruu!lgers 

spend up toTS% of their time communicating interpersonally. (pp.l 56-166) 

It is ironic that today·s managers spend so much of their time 

communicating interpersonaUy, while communication skills are currently 

their major weakness. 



The importance of communicating interpersonalty for m~nageriat 

success is also substantiated by Austin and Peters ( 198 5 ). They state: 

7 

"Coaching is the essence of leading--developing those with whom we work. 

It can be done only in person, face to face"(p.28). They further describe the 

successful ouuuager: 'Thus. we would argue that the magic of the best 

excellence-encouraging b<JSses is that each allows (encourages) humanness, 

the very essence of it, to pervade his organization. Commitment, passion, 

zest, energy, care, love, and enthusiasm can be readily expressed and 

unashamedly so". (Austin, Peters, 198), p.3 i) 

In mddition, Livingston ( 1971) emphasizes the importance of 

communication skill in managerial success. 

just what are the skills the practicing manager needs? The one 
thing that each and ev~ry ouwqer depends on, that sorts the 
successes from the failures is the ability to communicate with other 
people. This is the skill that is indispensible to management: but it 
is one that no management program (I know of) attempts to teach. 
(p.79) 

Ellis (1976, p.18), Srivastvm 0933, p.308), Mintzberg (1973, pp.l95-

l97), Fry md Pas more ( 1983, p. 271) mnd Bricker ( 197 4, p.l39) mll state that 

the training of today's managers has not emphasized oommunication skills. 

As m result, managers have had to ncquire the needed skills elsewhere to be 

successful. The resem-ch of Burns ( 19)7, ppA)-60), Mintzberg ( 1973, 

ppJ9S-197}, Horne and Lupton (1965, pp.14-33), Smith (1978, p.30), 

Hildebrmndt (19tH, p.8) and Kotter (1982, pp.l 56-166) reveals that the 



successful manager is primarily engaged in activities outside those which 

business schools teach. Their research indicates that. successful managers 

spend more time in interpersonal communication than they do in the 

"classicml" management functions of planning, organizing, directing and 

controlling. 

Recognizing the need for change in managerial iraining and 

education, some researchers sought to determine what successful managers 

actua.Uy do on the job. Mintzberg ( 1978) studied the dally activities of Cbief 

Ellecutive Officers. He found that current beliefs about what a successful 

manager should do contrasts sharply with what he or she actually does. He 

found that executives conoern themselves with maintrun.&ng three m~jor 

roles: the interpersonru ro!e, .informatiooal role tmd the decisional role and 

that the actua!be.bavior of executives is difficult to fit into the traditional 

theoretical functions whlcb business schools teach. (p.59) 

While assessiq the education of American managers, Mintzberg 

( 1973) revealed tbet some notions of leadership are usually taught but 

little is covered in terms or the major roles the n!umager plays. He stmtes: 

The traditionrnl case study method did little to develop the wide 
array of truents managers need. In the 1960's schools of 
management turned away from the case ~tudy method rutd 
devoted their attention to the tenching of theory. Tbis ty~ of 
kn.owledRe is useful to the manager-to-be, but almost none of it 



relllltes directly to those things he will be called upon to do in the 
job or manager. Regardle5S of its objectives, therefore, the 
management school has been more effective at training 
technocrats. The prescriptions provided for students are rather 
elementary when viewed ln. light of the complex ambiguity senior 
managen rsoo. (Mintzbera. 1 973. pp.l87 -19 t ) 
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Two other researchers explored management education programs. 

Fry and Pasmore ( 1983) found that m&ll_nagement proarams at the 

undergraduate and even graduate ieve!s continue to use methods that 

emphmsize single answers, passive le~. mnd individual ~ooompllshment. 

In addition, they suggest students in their eariy twenties and thirties are 

still very much concerned with developing important interpersonru. 

relationships. Neither of these needs is smtisfied by their management 

education experience. They state: "As a result, students finish. their 

education largely unprepared to work. They are left to iearn from others to 

think. independently"(p.274). 

After researching business school graduates. Ellis ( 1976) found thmt 

interpersonal oomm.urucation is one of their weakest skill areas. He 

disoovered t!lt!t interpersonal com.munic.tation truces up the majo:rity of a 

mmnsger's time, yet little is offered in the wmy of oourse work in this area. 

(p.112) He states: "In addition to task oompetenoe. mmnmgers must ruso 

have people competence. It is consistently listed as one of the most 

important skills of mrutlagers"(p.ll3 ). 

While critic.Wng managerial performrutoo, jameson ( 1979) asserts 

that manmgerrs experienoo a "lack of oonfidenoo" in their druiy activities. HI! 
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questions their capacity to respond effectively to unexpected events and 

advocates that managerial oonfidence bas been undermined by conventional 

theory and practice. He states: "Managers now pretend that they cannot act 

without an assurance of stability where there is none; nor where they are 

unable to recognize any persistent underlying st&bility in the course of 

events"(p.62). 

Summarizing the problem, Wrapp ( 1980) deM:ribes the current 

situation: 

The gystem (business schools) is producing a horde of managers 
with demonstrable talents, but talents that are not in the 
mainstream of tbe enterprise. Professionw mooagers are willing to 
study, analyze, and define the problem. They ~re steeped in 
specialization, standardiZation, efficiency, productivity, and 
quantiiicmtion. They are hig.b!y rational and analytical They insist 
oo objf:Ctive goals ... In some orgruili!mtions, they cu. succeed if 
they are simply good at making presentations to the board of 
directors or writing strrategi~s or plans. The tragedy is that these 
talents mask r®lil deficiencies in overall management capabilities. 
These talented performers run for cover when grubby operating 
decisions must be made ood often fail miserably when they are 
c.tuarged with earning m profit, getting things done and moving an 
or~Mizmtion fcn1ard. (p.32) 

In essence, the research indicmaes that managers ue seidom educmted 

in oommunication skills mnd or abe skills required for dealing wit.h 

unoorarunty. Mintzberg ( 1973) captured the status of managerial education 

when he stated: "Regardless of its objectives, the management school has 

been more effective at training tecbnoc-tats to deru with structured problems 

tllllllllll rll'.umagers to deal with unstructured ones. We must recognize tbat 



although the management school gives students MBA degrees it does not in 

fact teach them how to manage". (p.187) 

Scholars are currently exploring new directions for management 

education. Fry and Pasmore ( 1983) argue that a shift that raises the 

importance of successfully working with others is needed in manangement 

educJtion. They state, "How well the executive manages relationships with 

others politicaUy and interpersonally is a primary determinant of his or her 

success" {p.277). They further discuss the need for change in man!llgement 

education: 

To mddress issues of interpersonal competence and environmental 
mmstery not currently being adequately addressed in managerial 
education, ood to readjust pedagogies to the developmental needs 
of adults, a new paradigm for executive education is urgently and 
vitally needed. Current offerings of one or two courses in 
organizational behavior ... that focus on interpersonal 
relf.ationships or experiential learning are often perceived as 
unimportant diversions from more critical work. (Fry, Pasmore, 
1983, p.278) 

Without a mmjor shift in pedagogy that cuts across disciplines and 
removes attention to interpersonal relationships in special courses 
from the "nire to think about once in rn whlle but probably 
unre3listic" aategory, we will oontinue to produce interpersonally 
unprepared executives who try to 3sin ooopermtion through 
intimidation and lmter question why they are not liked or resp®cted 
by those they must rely on for their success as orgmmationru 
leaders. (Fry, Pas more, 1983, p.279) 

One simple direction for chM&e in manageriru education is 

presented by Austin and Peters ( 1985). They state: 



The concept of leadership is crucial to the revolution--so crucial 
that we believe the words "managing" and "management" should 
be discarded. "Management". with its attendant images, connotes 
controlling and arranging and demeaning and reducing. 
'"Leadership" connotes unleashing energy. building, freeing, and 
growir~g. (p.20) 
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If managers were trained to appreciate uncertainty and to use 

sensitivity when. choosing their communication behaviors with their 

employees, their potentiru for success could improve. One such 

communication skill is Rhetoricru Sensitivity. Rbetoricml Sensitivity, 

according to Hart md Burks ( 1972), is an indeJ'I of communicative 

competence (pp.75-90 ). They believe that a person who is Rhetorically 

Sensitive is more effective in communicating with m variety of persons in m 

vmriety of situations (Hart ud Burks, 1972, pp.8 1 -82). The impliation of 

Rhetoricmlly Sensitive behmviors is given by Hart mnd Burks ( 1972 ): 

Interpersonal relationships seem to be the most productive when 
situmtionslly-based rhetorical strategies are employed rather thM 
approaches which result from a rigid mind set. Unless the 
rhetorically minded person is oontin.ulilly anticipating and ready to 
change to meet social conditions, any sort of widespread soda! 
effectiveness is doubtful, so different Me the needs and value~ of 
individuru !i9teners. (p.81 ) . 

Hart, Cmr!son a1nd Eadie ( 1980) further describe Rhetorical 

Sensitivity: 'The r.betoricm! style of thought is distinctive: it champions 

tentativeness over rigidity, it prizes symbolic solutions to human dilemmas 

and it appreciates the complexity of oociru e:xclumge"( p.l ). Rhetorical 

Sensitivity is intermction-oonscim.llmess. H is amderstanding the combination 
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of forces tilt work when two persons come together in communication. Hru-t 

and Burks ( 1972) state: "Rhetorically Sensitive persons resist formulaic 

answers; refusing to pay total heed to personal desires or to the 

blandishments of others. The Rhetorically Sensitive person seeks a middle 

ground during social encounters, striving to develop communicative ideas 

appropriate for the interaction of self and other". (pp.82-83) 

As the rese~cb indicates, management education prepares a 

manmger for the classical maruAgement functions of planning, organizing, 

direct.Ing and controlling. It does not, however, emphasize the importance of 

communicating effectively in a VMiety of situations. Training in Rhetorical 

Sensitivity might be a viable option in the memagerial curricula to bridge the 

identified gap between current educmtional offerings mnd actual demands of 

the manager's day-to-day job. 



Neejj For Research 

Many organizational scientists have researched the area of skills 

that distinguish the suooessf'ul manager from the unsuccessful manager. 

These attempts to explore the issue of managerial success have provided 

numerous classifications of leadership styles and managerial 3kills. 
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Douglms McGregor ( 1960) categorized managers by the assumptions 

(Theory X or Theory Y) that they hold about people. Research by Likert 

( 1961) at the University of Michigan and researchers at the Ohio State 

University for Leadership Studies began to reveal in a more comprehensive 

manner the exact influences that managerial style had on a variety of 

organizational behaviors. At one point, Katz and Kahn state that, 

"management style was viewed more as a personality trait than as an 

influence process" (1980, pp.359-365). 

These eerly leadership su.odies led to the development of iem<iership 

trairung programs which focused on managerial traits. Training in these 

leadership styles grooms a uunnager for a p~rticulmr style of leadership. 

Training that advocates a particular leadership style, however. doas not 

prepare a manager for adapting to chmnge. 



Another type of leadership training emphasizes situationality. 

Fiedler ( t 967) presented a challenge to the previous theories of cumagement 

style. He hypothesized that the relationship between managerial style and a 

variety or organizationut outcomes was mediated by an elaborate array of 

contingencies. Fiedler's contingency perspective classifies m manager's 

predominant leadership style and the characteristics of the situation in 

which he or she would best perform (the nature of the task, the relationships 

with workers and the power inherent in his or her situation). Other 

situational theorists include Kouer, Lawler, Levinson et. at., Schein, Vroom 

and Yetton, Lawrence and Lorsch, Lorsch and Mors~. Hersey and Blanchard. 

Thf:se theorists advocate using the right leadership style to complement the 

situation for optimal results. 

Two other models of mawagement style are noteworthy. The first 

mmkes use of a grid system which p~ots concern for production and conoorn 

for people. This is the Managerial Grid of Blake and Mouton ( 1964). Hersey 

and Blanchard ( 1961) presented a management style construct which also 

includes follower maturity. These conceptualizations of aumagement style 

hold in common the notion that crtganizationru Ael'!dershlp exerts strong 

stylistic pressure on other members of the orgmnization. Depending upon 

oortrun needs and assets of its members, pm-ticular styles v1ill have 

predictable outcomes for their attitudes and behaviors, the productivity of 

the crgrumation as a whole, rmd probmb.ly the !dnd of con·umuJrucation which 

takes place. 
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In 1979, Lorsch stated that. in spite of the potential for situational 

leadership theories, the ideas have only been sparingly used. 

Researchers were not concerned whether these ideas were more 
appropriate in one setting than in another, with different groups of 
employees, with different jobs, and so forth. Along with this 
search for the universal went a tendency to invent specific 
techniques for applying the theories, which it was argued would 
lead to improved results in all sit.uatioos. Many managers have 
tried these techniques, and their attempts have led to numerous 
difficulties stemming from tbe variable conditions ·existing in 
different companies. (Lersch, 1979, p.172) 

According to Lorscb ( 1979 ), one major r~ason for the difficulties in 

applying situational theories has been "the interpret2tion that such ideas are 

applicable to aU situations"(p.t72). He states: 

... situational problems are a primary reason that so many of 
these techniques are flashes in the pan. They are applied 
successfully in a few companies where conditions are right and 
receive attention and publicity. Without considering the 
differences, managers, consultants and academics alike decide the 
techniques can be applied to other situations. Because conditions 
are not right, the second generation attempts areoften failures, and 
the enthusiasm dies. Stating that one should always take a 
situational perspective could be seen as a universal prescription 
itself. Universal prescriptions o-r techniques are like a mirage. Each 
siUJfltion is unique and tbe manager must use these conceptual 
models to dimgnose it (Lorscb,1979, p.173 ). 

Lorscl1 ( 1979) further states: 

The application of techniques and universal principles tt&iltt are 
inmppropriate in a variety of situations must decline. Because of 
the tendency tov1ard fads in both rnu.u~,mg~rs mnd academics, I am 



not naive enough to think that the mi~npplications of universal 
theories will suddenly end. My hope is that the increasing 
availability and use of situational theories will gradually make 
universal ideas less attractive. As managers become more 
sophisticated diqnooticimns, they will be less likely to try an idea 
or a technique simply because it is a fad. (p. t 76) 
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Contending that the premises of these situational theories appear 

to be their conclusion, Lorsch seems to be implying that ii a mmnager's style 

depends on the situation, there is little prescriptive vmlue to the perspective. 

In the performance of his or her responsibilities, a m.mager is intertwined 

with the situation and the environment of the organization. The situation 

(the employee's Md the mana1ger's behavioral styles) is constantly chansing 

and quite often unpredictubie. 

In addition to the problems Lorsch discusses, these theories do not 

address the specific variables tbmt constitute effective leadership. They mre 

centered on type-casting the manager for a specific situation. In spite of this 

finding, managers are still being trained to develop and utilize behaviors 

and attitudes suited for situational leadership. This is evidenced by the 

populw-ity in the early 1980's of the concepts espoused by B!mnchMd tmd 

johnson in their book The One Minute Mmnmser. 

Blanchard and Lorber ( 1985) expMded the principles from The One 

Minute Manager into the concept of the One Minute Management System 

which includes situational leadership. Their situational leadership 

philosophy encompases three components: (a) Flexibility in mmnageriml style 

(b) Diagnosis or selecting the right style and (c) Contracting with employees 
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for the right leadership style to match the level and needs of the emp~oyees. 

Biancb.Md and Lorber ( 198 S) suggest four leadership styles the manager can 

choose from. These include dit·ecting, coaching, supporting and delegating. 

Although these theories consider situationatity in leadership styie, 

they do not stress the fact that people change daily in terms of their needs 

and level of accomplishments. Pointing out their limitations, Lersch ( 1979) 

makes recommendations for the use of situational theories in managerial 

trairu.ng: 

These situations! theories neither provide ready-made solutions 
nor solve ell classes of human problems, the situational theories 
are tools to understand the variety and complexity of these 
problems. The manager has to select the theory that seems most 
relevant to his or her specific problem, analyze the situation 
acoording to it, develop his or her own action mlternatives and 
choose smong them. (p.175) 

Previous studies designed to discover the skills required for 

managerial success mre being criticized. Lawler mnd Weick ( 1970, p.473) 

stmte that "few studies, if :my, have attempted to oonsider situational 

vru-imbles or used a vru-iety of orgrulizatiooru settings". They further staltte 

t.tunt "even fewer .hmve sought to study possible .ID.teractioos between 

individuw differences and the enviroom.ent. Almost no one bills bothered to 

ask what managers actually do in their jobs that makes them effective or 

ineffective. (Campbell, Duooeue, Lawler, Weick, 1970, pp.473-477) 
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Assessing the past research, Lawler and Weick ( 1 970) state that 

the research is piecemeal and unintegrated. ''We must state quite bluntly 

that there is simply a great need for more research and for a wider variety 

of research. This may sound trite, but we are frankly surprised by the 

extremely limited nature of managerial training studies done thus 

far"(p.480). 

Most of the resemrch oo managerial success fails to deal directly 

with job a·elevant behaviors tbSilt oontrribute to success. Rather, a review of 

recent research reveals only common stereotypes (persuasive ability, verbal 

interest, interpersoow oontact) which might contribute to suooess. 

Since aUitudes have relevant implications for the behavior of 

individuals, Lawler and Weick ( 1970) find it ironic thet "almost no basic 

attitude research or theory has been .incorporated into the management 

development 1iterature"(p.262). While it is true that isolating and measuring 

managerial attitudes and traits is difficult, the issue must be explored. As 

Mintmerg ( 1973) states, "It is important that we determine what specific 

per soon! dunracteristics lead some people to succeed and others to fail ifi m 

variety of managerial jobs" (pJ 7). 

The research that bas been conducted yielded general 

chart!cteristics of suooessfui managers. Lmwicr mnd Weici{ ( 1970, p.8) found 

Hunt successful managers can express hostility tactfully. Dooher ( 19)2, 

p.299) stated that the successful manager "has m wholesome respect for 

people." Piotrowski Md Rock ( 1963) found that insight into other people was 
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one of the six trmits that c:Ustinguishes the successful executives from the less 

successful executives. Few researchers, however, have identified specific 

attitlDdes, behaviors or skills that contribute to managerial success. 

In an effort to define rnMe clearly characteristics or successful 

managers, several researchers e1ptored the rote perceptions successful 

managers hold. Lawler and Porter ( 1970) explored a manager's perceptions 

of his or her role to determine the behaviors a manager believes be or she 

should use to perform the job su~safuliy. They thought that if a manager's 

perception of his or her role corresponds with those of his or her superiors in 

the organization, then he or she would be applying effort where it would 

count the most for successful performance, as defined by the organization. 

Their research indicated that role perceptions have a significant moderating 

effect on the quality of ou.anagerial performance. (p.l32) 

Lawler and Porter's research was an attempt to expand further on 

one dimension of role perceptions that has frequently been applied to 

ou1nsgeriaA beb~vior. This dimension is the "inner/other-directed" 

dimension first ezrpiored by rues man. 

Prior to the 1950's it was thought that the avenue to success in 

American business was to foUow the behavior patterns of gremt individuals 

like the Fords or RockefeUers, who were known fm· their forcefulness a!lld 

imagination, seldom using tact or being cmutious. With the publication of 

two books, The Lonely_<;rowd by rues man and The Omanilmtion Mh.m by 

Whyte, the picture of qualities that lead to success in American business was 
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seriously questioned. Both books asserted that the individualist no longer 

had a place in middle and lower levels of management in large corporations. 

According to Riesman ( 1950), success was coming to the "other-directed" 

person, the "individual wh.c was supersensitive to the thinking and desires of 

other individuals" (p.l ). 

The other view of achieving suooess in business wms tbroush the use 

of "inner-directed" behaviors. The "iruler-dirooted" person relies on his own 

ideas and his own values in determ.ming his behavior. According to ruesm.oo 

( i 950, p.l ). to get to the top in business, one had to learn a personality

oriented specialty or learn manipulative skills. The other-directed role 

perceptions and role behaviors were the qualities required for success in 

business. 

Whyte's thesis was similar to Riesman's views. According to Whyte 

( 1956). the modern American firm demanded a type of conformity and go

along-with-the-crowd behavior. Managers were pictured by Whyte as being 

rewarded for be.Wg noncontroversial, adaptable. and for not rocking t.be 

boat. The "organization mm1" mcoording to Whyte, must sacrifice some of rus 

mdividutllity and creativity if .he were to suoooed. 

The similarity between Whyte's mnd Rie2mon's arguments is 

obvious; whether you can the individuru rut "orgtunizfition man" or "other

directed man" is inconsequential. For both Whyte and Riesman the 

adaptable, sociruty attuned individual was goina to succeed in business w.blle 

the creative independent individuru was less likely to succeed. 
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In the late I 960's rues man stated tbat the "inner-other--directed" 

controversy was of the "straw man variety". He believed that there was a 

very viab~e third alternative. Riesman ( 1 968) saw "autonomy" as the 

natural balancing of self -concern. and an awareness of the needs and 

dispositions of others. This balance would not trap individuals into either-or 

arguments as some of his misinterpreters have done . 

. . . in the 1950's, as we have said, it sometimes appeared that 
many educated young people saw only two possible roles foc 
themselves: that of the well-heeled organization man (other
directed), and that or the wen-shod cowboy Un.ner-dlrected): it 
was in this period that "togetherness" joined "do gooder'' as a term 
of contempt. In this shrinkage of alternatives, little gestures of 
persona! assertion--or a solipsistic lack of concern for others--have 
often masqueraded as autonomy. The degeneration of 
individuality into egocentrism and eccentricity is an old American 
story. (p.453) 

Supporting Riesman's third alternative to viewing role perceptions, 

Goff moo ( 1967, p.125) provided .his tool with which to probe the iMer 

versus other-directed controversy. Goffntan stated that in a transaction, 

tlllree considerations forced upon us are self consciousness, other

consciousness and interaction -oonsciousnesfl. Rhetorical Sensitivity, 

acoording to Hart, Carlson and Eadie ( 1980, p.S) encourages intermction 

consciousness. 
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Sensitivity Defined 

The concept of Rhetorical Sensitivity wa9 first presented in 1972 

by Hart and Burks. They posed a rhetorical perspective for effective 

communication. They state: 'The rhetorical perspective we are suggesting 

encourages the type of conceptual flexdbillty neoassary to aumage 

successfuUy complex social interactions" (Hart • Burks, 1972, p.79) 

In 1980, Hart. carlson and Eadie stated that m person's level of 

Rhetorical Sensitivity is an indei of communicative competence, indicating m 

person's attiU.Ude toward encoding and deooding messages. (Hart, Carlson, 

Eadie, 1980, pp.2-22). They further state that "a Rhetorically Sensitive 

person encodes messages such. that they are appropriately adapted to their 

context It is a way of thinking about what should be said, and a way of 

dedding how to say it"(Hart, Cru-lson, Eadie, 1980, pp.2-22). 

RhetoricaAi Sensitivity is interl'!ction-oonsciousness. It is an attempt 

to understand the combination of forces at work when two persons come 

together in oom m. unication. 
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Aooording to Hart and Burks ( t 972), "interaction consciousness, in 

the rhetorical sense at 1eastr implies a concern for botb the sovereignty of 

the speaker's position as well as for the constraints placed upon him by the 

inteUectuai and attitudinal make-up of the Other"(p.84). 

The Rhetorically Sensitive person is described os "an individual 

who wiUingly characterizes him or herseli' as an undulating, fluctuating 

ent.ity, alway~ unsure, always guessing, continually weighing (potential 

oomuimnicative decisions]" (Hart, Burks, t 972, p. 97). Hart, carlson and Eadie 

( 1980) deocribe Rhetorical Sensitivity further: "The rhetorical style of 

thought is distinctive: it champions tentativeness over rigidity, it prizes 

symbolic solutions to human dilemmas and it appreciates the complexity of 

social e!change"(p.l ). 

Summarizing the concept of Rhetorical Sensitivity, Hart and .Burks 

( 1972) state: "Rhetorically Sensitive person~ resist formulaic answers; 

refusing to pay total heed to personru desires or to the blandishments of 

others. The Rhetorically Sensitive person seeks m middle ground during 

sociru encounters, striving to develop communicative ideas appropriate for 

the interaction of self and other". (p.82) 



Hart and Burks ( 1972, p.77) offer five characteristics of the 

Rhetorically Sensitive person: 
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1. "Because social interactions are multi-faceted, the Rhetorically 

Sensitive person tries to accept role-taking as part cf the bumm condition". 

An understanding of ru1d to!eruce for individueJ complexity and diversity 

are prerequisites to making wise rhetorical choices. For Hart and Burks. the 

sensitive manager shlft.s from mentor to friend, from mdministr11tor to 

cheerlemder. as tbe organizational exigenoo specifies and will derive 

appropriate responses from role-flexible employees. 

2. "Because the outoomes of social interactions mre unpredictmble, 

the Rhetorically Sensitive person attempts to avoid stylized beh~vior". Hart 

and Burks argue that "rhetorical oonsistency, if it does occur, should result 

from situational decisions. A p~!ssion for regulw-ity should not guide or 

sustain a manager's oommurucatioo behavior. 

3. "~uoo social interactions bring different people together in ru1 

~mtmosphere of nux, tbe Rhetorically Sensitive person is chru-scteristiailly 

willlilg to undergo the strain of adaptation". The llllietoricru!y Sensitive 

mMlftger attempts to bahmoo self interest with the intefiests of his or her 

employees Md i~ tNlate of the ~ttitudes they bring fmwru-d in an 

interaction. 
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4. '"Because the Other is a primary constraint on comm.unicfltive 

thinking, the Rhetorically Sensitive person seeks to distinguish between aU 

iolormation and information acceptable for communication". In other words, 

the Rhetorically Sensitive manager has an appreciation for the 

communicability of ideas along with the ability to distinguish between ideas 

and feelings and the ways in which those ideas and feelings should be 

communicated to employees, superiors or peers. 

s. ''Because ideas themselves do not prescribe forms or 
verbalization, the Rhetorically Sensitive person tries to understand thmt an 

idea can be rendered in multi-form ways". The Rhetorically Sensitive 

manager has a tolerance for inventional searching and realizes that there are 

a number of ways to elipress a request, command, reprimand or compliment. 

The importance of Rhetorically Sensitive behavior cannot be 

underestimated. This is evidenced by Hart and Burks ( t 972): 

Interpersonal retatiooships seem to be the most productive when 
situationaUy-based rhetorical strategies 8lfe employed rather than 
approaches whiclh result from a rigid mind set. 



Unless the rhetorically minded person is continually anticipating 
and ready to chmnge to meet social conditions. any sort of 
widespread social effectiveness is doubtful. so different are tbe 
needs and values of individual listeners. (p.81) 
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Rhetorically Sensitive behavior, according to Hart, carlson and 

Eadie ( 1930 ), "is learned, is capable of being controlled, and is most certainly 

errortrur (p.76). Hart, Carlson and Eadie (1980) describe three other 

attitude categories. These include the Noble Self, Rhetorical Reflector and 

Rhetorical Ambivalence (p.76). 

Hart, Cf!rlson and Eadie ( 1980) use the term Noble Self to describe 

the mttitude of a person wb.o "sees any variation from his personal norm as a 

denial of integrity, as m cardinalsin"(pp.2-3). The Noble Self manager is less 

likely to adapt messages to the situation than the Rhetorically Sensitive 

manager. The communication behavior of the Noble Self manager is rdgtd 

and stylized. 

The 'term Rhetorical Reflector describes the attitude of a person 

who "iu~s no self to call his own, fer emch person and for each situation he 

presents a new self." (Hart, Carlson, Eadie, 1980, pp.2-3) The Rhetorical 

Reflector manager's communication !behavior is entirety moderated by the 

situation and the individuals involved. 
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Rhetorical Ambivalence is a term developed by Hart, Carlson and 

Eadie ( 1980) to describe a person scoring high in both the Noble Self and 

Rhetorical Reflector scales. This person is described as 'being concerned to 

find a formula which allows him, to maintain personal integrity and which 

serves to put him in good graces of others and who undoubtedly 

experiences discomfort when trying to serve two masters"(p.6 ). 

Having developed these classifications. Hart. f.arisoo and Ellldie 

( 1980) developed the seoond version of the RHETSEN Scale to measure IS\ 

person's level of Rhetorical Sensitivity, Noble Self and Rheto-rical Reflectcf 

attitudes. The RHETSEN Scale measures a person's: (a) con-1cern for self (b) 

concern for others and (c) tolerance for situational thinlking. They state 

"high scores on the Rhetorically Sensitive scale would not be excessively 

concerned for self or other, but would, instead, embrace situationalism" (p.S). 

After developing the RHETSEN Scale, they tested the Scale with 

over 7,000 subjects. Their samples were restricted to college students, 

nurses, teachers and counselors. They found that ''RhetoricaUy Sensitive 

sttitudes toward human interaction were noticed as such by observers" 

{Hnra, Csrlson. Eadie, 1980, p.) ). In making suggestions for further research 

on Rhetorical Sensitivity, Hart, Carlson and Eadie ( 1980) state, 

Few scholars have focused on the concept of Rhetorical Sensitivity 
and a number of questioos need to be explored. One question is, 
does the every day business environment reward Rhetorically 
Sensitive workers or are Noble Selves and Rhetorical Reflectors 



typiCS~ily favored? Another question is can the RHETSEN Scale 
account for the relative succe9s people have in establishing and 
maintaining relationships? (pp.21-22) 
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To explore more fully the concept. of Rhetorical Sensitivity, the 

present research suggests that Rhetorically Sensitive behavior is rewarded 

in the every day business environment. Tb.e present research hypothesizes 

that successful managers tend to score higher in Rhetorical Sensitivity than 

less successful managers mod that Rhetorically 53nsitive m.aru.\gers wm, as a 

result, be more successful 

The present research assumes that the ability to communicate is 

an sssentia! skill which distinguishes the suooassful manager from the less 

suooassful manager, that managers are not likely to reooive training in the 

area af communication (specifically in Rhetorical Sensitivity), that the 

RHIITSHN Scale measures attitudes toward communication whlcb may be 

observed in a manager's communication behavior, and that the RHETSEN 

Scale iss valid assessment ton! to test Rhetoricat Sensitivity. 

This study wm mddress several research questions relative to the 

~bove assumptiolils. These questions include: (a) Of the Rhetorictilly 

Sensitive, Nob!e Self and lllierorical Reflector mmnqer, which tends to be 

more successful? (b) If suoooss is greater for the Rhetoricmlty Sensitive, 

Noble Self or Rhetorica! Reflector manager, is a high, aver2ge or low score on 

each of these dimensions more likely associated with manmg®riru suooess? 



Tbe I moortance Of The Study 

"Communication is the central activity to aU 
organizational behavior." Ellis (1976, p.l8) 
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An org!Wization depsnds on its managers for ita effective 

functioning. Sanders, Barfuard, Ellis, Bavelas and Barret, Drucker, Livingston, 

Hawkins, Fine, Farley and Thayer aU assert that communication skills are 

most important in achieving managerial effectiveness. Hildebrandt's 

research indicates that communication skills are more important than 

financial, accounting or computer skills in facilitating effective management 

(Hildebrandt, 1982, p.8). 

In 1954, Drucker stated that, "The manager has a specific tool of 

information. He does not handle people; he motivates, guides and orgtUW:es 

people to do their work. His tool--his only tool--to do sll this is the spoken 

or written word" (Drucker, 1954, p.346). Thirty years letter in 1982, Peters 

rund WatermMA ( 1982) stmted: "Nothing more effectively involves people, 

sustruns creditability or generates enthusiasm than face-to-face 

oom.m unication "( p.2 48 ). 
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An effective manager uses his communication skms to diagnose 

the skills of others in the organization, which provides a manager with the 

ability to manage the organization's human resources. Leavitt and Dooher 

( 1952) emphnsi.Ee this fact: 

The manager's primary skill requirement then beoomes skill in 
obtaining and maintaining tbe wiUing efforts of others to work 
toward his goals. Without such skil~ he wm be unable to obtain 
more than a minimum or information and will be equally unable to 
integrate information and form~llate goats. (p.18) 

AOCMdine oo Dooher ( t 9~2. p. I 3 ). no matter how varied the 

activities or how special tbe skills involved, in the final analysis. the job of 

every ouu1a2er is communication. Essentially he or sb.e must get the work 

done tilrough other people and to accomplish t..bis he or she must 

communicmte errecuveiy with them. 

Another advocate of the importance of communication in the 

organization is Argyris ( 1962). He discussed the interpersonal

organizational relationship by comparing the vruues of the organization and 

the i:ndividuml worker. Argya·is stated that the traditional strategies used in 

orgrumations 'i.o "get the job done" defeat individual growth. In making 

recommendations for cbsnge he states: 'To effect changes. organizational, 

technological, and interpersonal factors will require aitermtion. The 

interpersonal factors, however, should come first, closely followed by the 

others"(i!>-597). Argyris thought that communicative competence should be 

thought of as the most important skiU for organizational mMmgers to have. 
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For Argyris, managers are crucial in facilitating employee's growth 

toward competence. Similarly, Peters ( t 985) views the role of the manager. 

Leadership, not mere management, is what is required. With 
management we have rome to associate such words as "cop", 
"referee", and "naysayer". With leadership we think ol"teacher", 
.. enthusiast ..... cheerleader ... and .. coach... Managing is abo~t 
detracting and controlling, leadership is about enhancing. growing, 
mnd facilitating. (p.22) 

In their latest publication, A Passion for lbrcellenq. Austin mnd 

Peters ( 1985) use the word "roaching" throughout their book. In their 

simplest definition, "coaching is the essence of leading--developing those 

with whom we work. It can be done only in person, face-to-face"(p.30). The 

muth.ors further state: "Every coach, at every level, is above all a value

shaper. The vruue-shaper brings company philosophy to life by paying 

extraordinary attention to communicating and symbolizing it"(p.30 ). 

Communication and symbolizing are important managerial 

functions (Austin, Peters, 1985). Srivastva ( 1983) emphasizes interpreting 

the s.itmatioo to deter mine the right course of action. He stmtes: 

The power of the executive to mi:Ake ~ense of situ~tioos, to b.eJp 
others to do the same, to influence their environment. to achieve 
success, and indeed to aocom.plish virtually any objective desired is 
directly related to the ability of the executive to use himself or 
herself as a tool for interpreting the situation and determining 
what is to be done. ([j).308) 
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The importance of the mMager cannot be underestimated in 

deter mining organizational ~ff~tiveness. Cam m~nn ( 197-4) found that a 

m~nager's communication skills influence the quality of communication 

among an organization's members. His research revealed that the impact of 

an information system is partially determined by the communication skills 

aad abilities of the manager who uses the system. 

Similarly, Benford ( t 98 t) researched factors relating to employee 

job ~atisfaction and increased productivity. He first defined the factors the 

organization needed to achieve high productivity and then he defined the 

factors employees needed to be statisfied with their jobs. Comparing the two 

sets of factors, Benford found U:ult both sets of needs involve communication 

and that both revolve around the role of the supervisor. He concluded: 

"From the orgaruzation's viewpoint, successful communication by the 

supervisor increased productivity. From the employee's viewpoint, 

successful comou.mcation by the supervisor increased job satisfaction"(p.68). 

One important oommunicstion skill of effective managers is 

discussed by Reddin ( t 970 ). He designmtefl situational sensitivity ~s the 

moot criticeii communication skill in distinguishing effective from ineffective 

m.mn~gers. "An effective manager is constantly making a diagnosis of the 

situation, using style flexibility or situational management" (p.l 55). A key 

managerial skiU is the ability to assess a situation al!ld the sensitivity to 

Iuaow what behavior wm be most effective. 
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Levinson ( 1968, p. i 4~) states that flexibility is a skU! that should 

be cultivated for successful leadership. Situational sensitivity allows a 

manager to deal with uncertainty and thereby achieve employee cooperation 

toward organizational goals. 

Sensitivity is important to the success of a muager. This is because 

it provides a manager with the ability to deal with uncertainty. Several 

scholars and researchers discuss the importance of the ability to deal with 

uncertainty. 

The b~sic goal of an organization is to remain viable in a constantly 

changin!! environment. If m system is to survive, it must be capable of 

adapting to changes in its environment: to do so requires that the system 

possess a wide VMiety of behaviors in order to provide an appropriate 

respoose to each significant change. The suroessful manager fmcilltetes the 

organization's survival. jameson ( 1979) argues with conventional theory 

that suggests the manager should strive to reduce uncertainty, "It would be 

much more realistic to say tiuat he must tolerate unoortrunty"(p.61 ). 

Mintzberg ( 1973) discusses the m.aasger's need to bmlmnoo stability 

ood c.bMge for suooessful performance. 

The manager's objective then, is not a static system of human 
relations. Rather he is seeking a dynamic type of stability, mlking 
adjustments and readjustments to both internally generated and 
externally imposed pressures. By these responses to variations in 
the environment, he hopes to maintain a moving equilibrium. 
(p.220) 
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Schein ( 198 t) also discusses the role of uncertainty in 

organizational relationships. 'The inherent preferences of organizations are 

clarity, cert&inty and perfection. The inherent nature of human relationships 

involve ambiguity, uncertainty and imperfection. How one honors, balances, 

and integrates the needs or both is the reai trick of manmgement"(p.60). 

Substantiating the importance of dealing with uncertainty, 

Levinson ( t 968) states, "If surviv~i is the prime requisite of the 

org!llnization, the successful Reader is the one who can build survival 

potential into organizations by seeing the most in and getting the most out 

o!f people" (p.l4S ). Guion ( 1965) also supports this vir.:w, the success of an 

executive ties largely in meeting major organizational goals through the 

OOMdinated efforts of his org~tion. Guion believed that the behavior oi' 

the a.umager contributes to the achievement of organizational goals only by 

its influence on the perceptions, attitudes and motives of other people in the 

organization and on their subsequent behavior. 

To summarize, since org~nizations exist in a world of constant fh.m 

and employees continually change as they respond to the environment, 

situational sensitivity is an essential skill requirement form manager in 

periods of a.unceraainty. The successful manager, then, adopts m variety of 
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bebflvior patterns to fit Ute varying requirements of the interface. The 

nu.anager operet'es on a contingency basis trying to detect where the system 

of human relations may break down. Through remedial changes, the 

manager seeks to move the system to a new equilibrium. This requires 

changes in his behavior anti efforts to change the behavior or others. 

The research indicates that the suocessfu! manager is sensitive to 

situations mnd flexible in responding to the various uncertain situations. 

Uyterbooven substantiates this point. Exploring the job requirements of 

add-level managers, Uyterhoeven ( 1972) concluded that: "the middle 

managers are actually acrobats that often walk into a situation that requires 

quick and decisive action. In this event, they will have to walk a tightrope 

between (a) an early commitment b&sed on inadequate facts and nonexisting 

relationships and (b) indecision while he establishes his facts and 

relationships" (pp.8 t -82). Suoooss for the middle auuutger lies in bslmncing 

the three roles of subordinate, superior and peer. Quite similarly, Hart, 

Carlson and Eadie ( 1980, pp.2-22) describe the Rhetorically Sensitive person 

as "walking a tightrope" between the Rhetorical Reflector and Noble Self 

personalities depending on the 9ituation. 

It is clear that the manager must swdy the needs of the situation 

and wior his or her behavior accordingly. Mintzber·tJ ( 1973) believes that 

the marunger has a choice of which roles to emphasize but that his or her role 

must reflect the current situation. "The manager's job is dynamic, requiring 

continual adjustment to meet the needs of the moment"(p.l82). According to 
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Hart and Burks ( 1973, p.77). the Rhetorically Sensitive person understands 

and tolerates individual complexity, avoids a passion for consistency of 

behavior, is willing to adapt and realizes that there are many ways of 

making an idea clear for the other. 

A manager's subordinates are very susceptible to his or her 

behaviors. They react !o every priority, decision, attitude and mood. 

Mintzberg ( 1973) stated that "the top man is apparent to aU, his influence is 

far greater than he imagines"(p.184). Reddin ( 1970) advocates improvins 

situational sensitivity for managers by increasing their awareness of their 

personmi managerial style. "It is knowledge of our impact on others not of 

our impact on ourselves. The prime usefulness of this self-lulowledge is that 

a marunger makes a more effective impact on the situation"(p.147). Without 

this knowledge a auutuAger could not predict the results of his or her own 

behavior. 

The impact of self awareness on behmlf of the manager is indicated 

by Levinson ( 1963 ): 

The more arwru-e ~ pelison is of his own bebsvior and its impact on 
others, the more oppcrUlllllity .he bas to control it voluntarily. Too 
much behavior "happens" involuntarily and often at considerable 
cost to the person and the organization. As long as a man's 
personality is his mosv. important instrument for occupational 
success, he pmys a price for remaining ignorant of it. (p.191) 



"The major difference between the most and leist successful 

e!ecutives is lack of awareness". Levnnson ( 1968) continues to say: 'The 

successful executive is critical of his or her own performmnoo, the 

unsuccessful, of the perf«mance of otbers"(p.292). 
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Srivastva ( 1983) supports Levinson on self awareness. He states: 

Awareness of self is a prerequisite to conveying to others the 
values, reasoning, beliefs, attitudes, and dreams that they can use 
to shape their own thinking and, in so doing, to execute executive 
orders. Lack or such awareness decreases learning ror self and 
others. provides unclear boundaries and instructions, leads to 
arbitrary and potentially disastrous decisions, and creates an 
environment adverse to idea management, risk taking, and growth. 
(p.309) 

Beyond ~-rsonal awareness is the actual skill of using sensitivity 

when como:mrucatiog. According to Dooher ( 1 952), "the greater the 

manager's sensitivity and insight, the more successfully he communicates 

with others"(p.ll8). For Levinson ( 1968), "Inflexibility as a personal 

characteristic is often reflected as mn inability to plan or to accept 

change"(p.128). 

The effectiveness of any behavior depends on the situation in 

which it is used. The effective oumager knows how to assess a situation. 

Levinson (1968, p.82), LaKVller and Weick (1970, p.8), Reddin (1970, p.l-47) 

and Mintzberg ( 1973, pp.l95-197) all advocate that situational sensitivity is 

the essentiml skill for managerial effectiveness. 



Those in the business of executive education and development 

have a unique opportunity and, in fact, responsibility to improve the 

effectiveness of organizations of our society and their leaders. Fry and 
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Pas more ( 1983) challenge researchers to focus on ways to "develop the 

capacity in executives to create and think in alternative frames of reference 

so as to h1.ndle the complexities they face"(p.284). Those in the field of 

Organizational Communication could play a significant role in shaping the 

future of American management practices. 

Perhaps if managers were trained in Rhetorical Sensitivity, they 

would be more fully informed and able to make wider personnel decisions 

about manager selection, training and organizational structuring. Lawter 

and Weick ( 1970) believe that with increased knowledge, "Organ.i.zations will 

have a more thorough understanding of the nature of linkeges between 

predictors, managerial job behaviors and organizational 

consequences"(p.l24). It would also result in more effective training and 

development of managers. They continue to say: 

If we iearn about the attributes of individuals that are conducive 
ro effective managing, it will yield training, development, 11nd 
organizational planning prescriptions for mainUllining and 
enhancing the likelihood that such traits wm become ml'utJfest in 
the form of effective ouanagerial behavior. (p.490) 



In addition to solving the need for more effective management to 

enhance productivity and morale (a benefit to the world of business), there 

are benenu to the field of Speech Communication. By defining the 

relationship between managerial success and Rhetorical Sensitivity, the 

demand for communication consultants could increase as organizations 

become aware of the need for such trmining for their managers. There could 

be an increased demand for communication educators and theorists to 

enlighten business students about the importance of communication skins 

for managerial success. 



CHAPTER TWO 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

The Importance Of Communication In The Organization 

The emphasis on communication in the literature of the business 

world is explained by Appley (1956), President of the American 

Management Association: "More specifically, it (effective oom.municationl is 

the way management gets its job done. There is little risk of 

oversimplification in saying that good managers are good communicators; 

poor managers are usually the opposite".(p.)) 

The study of the importance of communication in organizations is 

relatively new. It rose to prominence after World War II and has since 

expanded in scope. 

One of the earliest lldvocates on the nature and importance of 

managerial communicatioo was Barnard ( 1938). He emphasized the 

conditions for an organization coming into existence: (a) persons able to 

communicate with each other. 
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(b) who are willing to contribute action, (c) to accomplish a common purpose. 

From this reasoning, Barnard concluded that "the first executive functAon is 

to develop and maintain a system of communication"(p.226}. 

Up until the ! 930's the predominant management philosophy was 

the classical approach. Classical management was more concerned with 

_organizational design and structure than people. Classical management 

historically evolved from pre-World War I Scientific Management practices 

prescribed by Taylor ( 1911 ). Classical ou1nagement prescribed close 

supervision and tight control of subordinates performing narrowly defined 

jobs. It was based upon the assumption that people are lazy, uncreative and 

motivated only by money. Scholars from the classical school include Weber 

( 1947) and Fayol ( t 949). Fayoi ( 1949) presented the first broad general 

theory of management and provided a very early analysis of the functions a 

manager should provide. These include: pianning, organizing, commemding, 

coordinating and controlling. Weber ( 1 947) is known for his discussions of 

the type of organization which seemed to him to "best fit" the cultures of 

Western democracies. the "bureaucratic" organization. 

Classical management practices were followed by the human 

relations movement of the 1930's which increased in popularity by the mid 

1940's. The human relations movement developed from the research at the 

National Academy of Sciences and the Harvard Business School at the 

Western Electric Company in which Mayo 0945) researched 



the rel&tion.ship between worker output and working conditions and 

discovered the Hawthorne Effect. For the first time, evidence on such 

variables as worker attitude, morale, informal work groups and social 

relationships was collected. 
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The human relations movement prescribed a limited amount of 

subordinate participation in decision making and limited subordinate self

control based upon the assumption that people are essentially loyal and 

dependable if their basic social needs are fulfilled. People need to feel 

important to the organization and have their work recognized by their 

superiors. This approach anticipated that limited participation would 

improve subordinate morale and need satisfaction, thus making workers 

more willing to cooperate with their superior's directives. 

During this time Heron (1942. p.l97), P.igors (1949, p.2), Whyte 

( 1952, pp. ix-:xi) and Lee ( 1954, p.35) were among the .first to develop 

criteria for successful communication in the organization. Their criteria 

included: the sharing of information, active participation by both sender and 

reooiver. involved listening, ood trust and an emphasis on interpersonru 

relatiotllships. Fleishmon M.d Hmrris ( 1953) researched leadership styles 

and distinguished between people and production orientation. 

Unfortunately, many managers saw this movement as an 

opportunity to manipulate employees. Rush ( 1972) criticized the human 

relations movement as being manipulative and insincere. 



To some organizational theorists, this approach represents a naive view of 

the nature of man. The results may lead to happy but unproductive 

workers. 

Capturing the e9seo.ce of the weakness of the human relations 

movement, Argyris ( 1957) states: 

Bali parks, athletic teams, oompany picnics and company 
lectures are programs that fulfill the skin-surface needs of the 
workers. Company newspapers, slogan schemes and pep talks are 
also in the same category ... since these programs tend to focus on 
skin-surface needs. they tend to leave the employees· important 
needs unfulfilled. (pp.27 -I 57) 

The human relations movement was followed by the Systems 

approach to management. This approach recognizes the holistic and proosss 

nature of organizations, bringing the classical and human relations 

management approaches together. The systems concept places strong 

emphasis upon interrelationships. Inherent in this approach is the 

interlocking, interdependent nEtture of the relationship of the parts of the 

org!:'lllizmtion to the whole orgrummtion. The central theme of this approach is 

that whatever affects one pnrt of the system mffects all pmrts. 

The systems approach views the manager as managing these 

interrelationships. That is to say, managers and workers are viewed as 

interdependent. This is substmntiated by Mintzbcrg (1978, p.l7), 

"Leadership ism relational ooncept implying two terms; the influencing agent 

and the persons influenced. Without followers there cmn be no leader". 
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Among researchers who have made major contributions to the development 

of systems theory in organizations are Bertalanffy, Boulding, March and 

Simon, Katz and Kahn and Lawrence and Lorsch. 

In the early 1970's Drucker, Ouchi, Athos, Schein and Pascale 

explored the success rate of japanese companies and their managerial 

communication patterns. Athos and Pascale ( 1981) state: 

Productivity in japan has increased at the rate of four hundred per 
cent that of the United State's over the post-war years, and in 
1980 japan's G.N.P. was third highest in the world and moving 
towmrd number one by the year 2000. Without appreciable 
physical resources japan supports its people while exporting $7) 
billion worth more goods than it imports. (pp.2-3) 

Their research revealed that the japanese managers or;~rate with 

one underlying assumption: ambiguity, uncertainty, and imperfection are 

taken as givens in organizational settings. The Eastern approach 

concentrates on individual accommodations of respect to strategic 

approaches, to people and issues. Open communication is encouraged and 

rewarded. AUtos and Pasei!ie ( t 981) advocated that American managers 

might profit by learning japanese managers' methods. 

In 1933 Lamoureaux repoated that japanese communication 

interactions may be charracteri.red as Rhetorically Sensitive. japanese 

cultural values caU for rewarding those who promote harmonious exchange 

by acting as circumstances require. "japanese effectiveness stems from its 

nexibility"(p.15 ). The japanese prefer to examine tile proposition discussed 
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and suggest various approaches that could be made to it (Athos, Pascale, 

1981, p.211 ). With sensitivity to feedback and the process or open 

communication they allow the recipient of communication to e:~ist with 

positive feelings, while maintaining his or her self -esteeru. (traditionally 

known as "saving fare"). (AUtos, Pascale, 1981, p.l54) Lamoureaux (1983) 

continues: 

The generalization wbic.h best captures the difference between 
japanese and American business communication patterns seem to 
be that the japanese are more prone to fully understand the 
situation before speaking. If solutions for the tougb 
communication prob.lems of tb~ organization are situationally 
bound, perhaps the relative degree of Rhetorical Sensitivity in 
interaction is a key part of the japanese technique. (p.14) 

Similarly, Athos and Pascale ( 1981) argue that the skilled japanese 

executives "develop the ability to vary their language along the spectrum 

from explicitness to indirection depending on their reading of the other 

person and the situation"(p.l59 ). They hold "principle" in abeyance, regard 

themselves as one among others in the situation, and thus achieve an easy 

accommodation with the circum.stanoos Md absorb ideas less evaluatively. 

They tillow a unique reality to evolve in each situation. (AUtos, Pascale, 198 I. 

p.l59) 

Athos rund Pascale ( 1981) describe the practice as being situation

oriented. This is the ability to: 

... see other points of view and create compromises or new 
solutions, who can hold their views in suspension while psrmittmg 



themselves to remain a part of the process--then intervene at the 
right point to guide the discussion to shore. They tend to choose 
words and images that integrate concerns in the group's thinking. 
The key is to find a common ground and take other's points and 
use them creatively. (p.211) 

4.7 

Situation-oriented behavior is rewarded in japan. This is evidenced 

by Vogel (1979): 

japanese group practices enoourage leadership and cooperation in 
which tbe most single impcrtmt criterioo for assessing quality for 
regul~ term promotions is the capacity to work well with others. 
The manager who is promoted rapidly cooperates with others in 
finding mutually satisfying conclusions. Personal achievement 
cannot be separated from the capacity to work effectively in 
groups. (p.5) 

The problem of using the japanese style of management in 

American management is presented by Peters and Waterman ( 1932): 

The productivity proposition is not so esotericaUy japanese as it is 
simply human .... loyalty, commitment through effective training, 
personru identification with the company's success and, most 
simply, thta hummn relfltionship betwee~ t.bs employee mnd .his 
supervisor. Therre is one critical difference, however, that doos 
seem to foster productivity through people in japan. As a senior 
japanese executive explained to us: "We are very different from 
the rest of the wold. Our only naturat resource is the hard work of 
our people". (p.39) 
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Accepting the cultural differences between japan and America, 

and the need for new American management philosophy, Peters and 

Waterman ( 1982) with the assistattce of AUtos and Pascale developed the 

most recent management. framework. In their 1982 book entitled In Search 

of Excellence, Peters and Waterman identified those American companies 

that met their criteria of success to serve as role models for manfllging and 

leading. 

Peters mnd Waterman ( 1982) found eight attributes that 

characterized the "excellent, innovative" oompanies which they labeled I!S 

"the basics". They state: Fsr too mon.y mMagers have lost sight of the basics, 

in our opinion: quick action, service to customers, practical innovation, and 

the fact that you can't get any of these without virtually everyone's 

commitment. (p.17) 

In Search of Hxcellence hit the best seller list in 1982, and in 1985 

ranks as the "business book of the century--having five million copies sold in 

fifteen different ianguages"(Peters and Austin, 1985, p.l ). In 1985, Peters 

and Austin's sequel to In Seru-ch of Excellence was published. In A Passion 

for Rxq.Uefire Peters and Austin ( 1985) further define the "basics" for 

managing organizations. The thrust of the book is captured by its authors: 

Neither superior customer service nor constant innovation--the 
two sustaining edges of e:xoolienoo--is built upon genius in the 
executive suite, sleight-of -hand techniques, or a mystical strategic 
move on a game board. Both are built, instead, on a bedrock of 
listening, trust and respect for the dignity and the creative 
potential of each person in the crganiza'tiolll. ~p.20) 
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Summarizing the thrust of t.heir model they state: "So that is our 

model: care of customers, constant innovation, turned-on people. Yet one 

thing is missing, one element that connects all the others. It wa' a shadow 

over the pages of In Search of Excellence, but was seldom labeled, as many 

subsequently pointed out. It is leadership". (p.20) 

These philosophical approaches to management represent the 

foundation for the philosophy of organizational communication today and are 

the basis for the research cited in this writing. 
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Historical OVerview 

Communication and Managerial Success 

1948 Michigan/Ohio State Studies 

In the late 1940's, researchers at the University of Michigan were 

studying leadership styles which ted them to distinguish between employee 

a~d production-centered supervisors. At that same time, researchers at Ohio 

State University were also studying leadership styles. After an extensive 

analysis of the behavior of leaders, these research groups decided that two 

dimensions could be used to describe leadership behavior: Initiation and 

Consideration. 

Consideration leadership is behavior indicating mutual trust, 

respect, and a certain warmth and rapport The emphasis is on a deeper 

concern for group members' needs and includes such behaviors as allowing 

subordinates more pru-ticipation in decision making ru1d encouraging more 

two-wary oommunicmtion. 
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Production-Centered or Initiation leadership is behavior in which 

the supervisor organizes and defines group activities and his or her relation 

to the group. It emphasizes overt attempts to achieve organizational goals. 

The results of both the Ohio State and Michigan studies agreed that the 

critical behaviors a leader demonstrates can be described in terms of these 

two dimensions. (Campbeil, et al, 1970, pp-417-419) 

The work of the Michigan researchers indicated a strong 

relationship between Consideration and productivity. A second study 

replicated these results. The Ohio State studies also found a strong 

relationship between Consideration and productivity. Other related studies 

have shown that Initiation is strongly related to managerial effectiveness. 

Some studies have found either no relationship or a negative relationship 

between Consideration and productivity. The relationship between Initiation 

and productivity has varied from one study to another. 

At present, it is the consensus of researchers that we need to 

know more about the conditions under which these relationships exist. 

Instead of studying how and when consideration is given, researchers have 

simply looked at how much consideration is given. This may be one reason 

foa- the inconsistent findings. 
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1953 Fleishman 

From an original list of 1,800 behaviors, Fleishman distinguished 

120 behaviors required for managerial effectiveness. Using "expert" judges, 

he then distilled nine dimensions of leadership behavior from this list. 

Integration and communication led the list. 

Fleishman surveyed 300 Air Force crew members who described 

the behavior of their superiors. The results, after factor analysis, indicated 

that "practically aU the variation could be accounted for by two major 

dimensions. 

( 1) Items in the "Consideration" dimension were concerned with 

the extent to which the manager was considerate of worker's feelings. It 

reflected the "human relations" aspect of group leadership. 

(2) Items in the "Initiating Structure" dimension reflected the 

extent to which the manager defined or facilitated goal attainment 

(FieishmM, 1953, pp.l-6)· 

Fleishman's results support the results of the Michigan/Ohio State 

leadership studies. 

1956 AT&T Management Progress Study 

The AT&T study offered a large amount of informmtion concerning 

the identification and enhancement of mruu.agerial effectiveness. Bray ( 1964) 

designed and undertook the MMagem.ent .Progress Study to Malyze 



longitudi.naUy the unfolding business careers of managers in the AT&T 

System from the time they took their first jobs, onward. He traced the 

range of their experiences, their successes and their failures and noted 

changes in their cognitive, motivational and attitudinal characteristics as 

they affected and were affected by their job experiences. 
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The data collected included psychological assessments and 

intensive interviews over eight years. Four hundred twenty-two men 

employed in six companies were assessed on 25 characteristics. The personal 

characteristics selected for evaluation reflected the behavioral tendencies 

and descriptive characteristics believed to be important to managerial 

effectiveness. They were directly related to things a manager is required to 

do in his job (planning, organizing, decision making, problem solving), while 

others referred to interpersonal behavior and influence (communication 

skills, personal impression, sensitivity, dependence on others). Motivation, 

attitudes, and values were also included. Bray assessed the behavioral 

tendencies that were e1pected to be related to the manager's ability to 

identify, allocate and utilize optimally the financial, human and material 

resources available to him. 

Bach manager was rated on a five point scale for each of the 25 

characteristics. After the variables had been rated, Bray evaluated the 

manager's potential as a management person in the AT&T System, 

regarding the muuJ.ger'slikelihood of remaining in the system and assuming 

that he would, of achieving middle management in 10 years. 



Bray also noted his judgment as to whether the manager should advance to 

middle management. Ratings fot' the men were divided into those with 

college degrees and those without. 

Though not completely identical, the factors obtained were similar 

for the two samples. Factors common to both groups included General 

Effectiveness skills (including decision making, organizing, and human 

relations stills), Administrative skilis and Interpersonal stills (including 

human relations skills, behavior flexibility and personal impact) which were 

the first ranked categories. These were followed by control of feelings, 

intellectual ability, work-oriented motivation, passivity and dependency. 

In the AT&T Management Progress Study, Bray found human 

relations skills, interpersonal skills and behavioral flexibility common to 

the more successful managers. Bray ( 1964) also observed that non-business 

graduates bad better overall administrative and interpersonal skills than 

business graduates--and rose into higher corporate ranks faster. (Bray, 1964, 

pp.4l9-420) 

1959 Burns 

Burns ( 1957, ppAS-60) collected diaries from 76 British top 

managers worl!ing in eight average size companies of their actions for a 

period of five weeks. Burns assessed the amount of time the managers 

spent communicating. He found that top managers spent 80% their time in 

interpersonal communication. 
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1962 Fleishman and Peters 

Fleishman and Peters studied mid-level managers from a large 

industrial organization. Two kinds of data were coUected for each manager. 

First, he was rated by his supervisor on the quality or his job performance, 

and secondly, he took the Gordon Survey of Interpersonal Values. Fleishman 

and Peters (! 962, pp. t 27-1 44) found a significant tendency (r. =.4-4) for 

those individuals who scored low on conformity to be rated higher on job 

performance by their superiors than were those managers who scored high 

on conformity. 

This was a finding that appeared to be directly contrary to that 

which would be expected from the writings of Whyte and rues man on the 

inner-other-directed manager. A follow-up study by Hay ( 196-4) has 

replicated this finding. 

1962 Beriew 

Berlew (1965) did a global appraisal of each manager's 

performance in the AT&T study to determine their potential. He used a 

success index based on present sruary (corrected for starting salru-y). A 

number of other measures were used as a measure of performance including 

ruumru appraisal and interviewer's estimates. 
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His research revealed that managers who were judged to have had 

more challenging first jobs were performing better and accomplishing more 

after four or five years in the company than managers judged to have had 

less challenging jobs. It was found that the more effective managers were 

able to demonstrate their effectiveness early in their jobs and that they 

received more challenging job assignments as a result. From his results, 

Berlew estimated that the correlation between the global assessment 

prediction and succe~s four to five years later for these subjects to be about 

.30. 

Berlew's study used a measure of success, however the results do 

not add to a clear understanding of what specific skills contribute to 

managerial success. 

1963 Industrial Relations Center, University of Mi.rulesota 

This was the second large scale study of personal correlates of 

managerial effectiveness. Mahoney, jerdee and Carroll ( 1963) conducted the 

research. They studied 452 mid-level managers from 113 firms, specifically 

manufacturing, finance, insurooce, public utility, agricultural products, and 

wholesale trade. Each manager oompleted the Wonderlic Personnel Test, 

Empathy Test, Strong Vocational Interest Blank, California Psychological 

Inventory, mnd a biographlcru questionnaire. 
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A panel of top company offici~ls ranked the managers on the basis 

of overall managerial competence. Of the 98 predictors tried, 18 were 

statisticaUy significant. The results indicated that the more effective 

managers had interests similar to other managers in their business field, 

they were more inteUigent, more dominant, had more education and 

training, and were more active in sports (Mahoney, jerdee, Carroll, 1963). 

The IRC study, although thorough in sample 3.ize and specific 

organization, contributed no more than a verification of what researchers 

and scholars considered as common sense knowledge 

1963 Sears Roebuck Study 

Bentz ( 1967) conducted a series of investigations on the prediction 

of managerial effectiveness in the Sears organization with the help of 

Professor L. T.hurstone who established a psychological testing program. The 

tests included the American Council on Education Test of problem solving 

and linguistic skill, the Guilford-Martin Inventory, the Allport-Vernon 

Survey of Values and the Kuder Preference Record. Summarizing the results 

of the study, Bentz ( 1967) described the succesru'ul Sears executive as: 

Superior in in.teUectum! endowment Md socim! competence. 
Fully confident in. his ability to cope with and 
control unfamiliar situations. Having the facility to 
deal with problems impersonally. Possessing the physcia.l 
utility to maintain a st.eadUy productive work pace. 
Exceptionally open-minded, tolermnt, and unbiased in 
his attitude. Willing to listen to tbe ideas and suggestions 
of others. Having a strong power motive tempered by 
consideration for others. 
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The Sears Roebuck study contributed general characteristics of 

successful Sears executives, but did not further advance our understanding 

of specific managerial skills that lead to success. 

Campbell, Dunnette, Lawler and Weick (1970) summarized the 

research on managerial effectiveness from the 1950's to the 1960's. They 

stated that the construct of effective executiveship included: 

factors of high intelligence, good verbal slcills, 
effective judgment in handling managerial skills, 
organizing skill, dispositions toward interpersonal 
relationships, hard work, being active in taking risks, 
and temperamental qualities such as dominance. confidence. 
straightforwardness, low amriety and autonomy. ( p. t 96) 

Most of the previous studies used global measures of managerial 

effectiveness such as corrected salary, promotion indexes or man to man 

rfmking systems, which to Lawler and Weick ( 1970) was good and bad. 

Good because we have learned that certain core 
personal and individuru background factors do 
relate to overall career long estimates of managers 
optimizing effectiveness, mnd bad because the findings 
tell us little about how such qualities are related to the 
way in which a person may behave in his managerial job. 
(p.196) 

They suggested that future studies should supplement global 

effectiveness measures with observations of what mmnasers actually do in 

their jobs that leads to greater or tess overall success. 
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196-4 Roadman 

Road man ( 1964) studied 56 mid-level managers from a large 

industrial organization. Peer ratings were obtained for each manager on 

factors such as originality, independence, cooperation with others and tact. 

The promotion rates of these managers were observed for the next two 

years. 

The results revealed that the majority of the promotions went to 

those.matu~tgers who were described as being relatively high on originality, 

independence of thought, aggressiveness, and self expression, but relatively 

low on tact and cooperation with others (pp.211-214). 

The results of the Road man study appear to be in agreement with 

Fleishman and Peters' work. The individuals who appeared to be other

directed were not the most successful managers, but were in fact less 

successful. 

1964 Porter 

Porter ( 1970) expanded the research existing on "inner-other

directed" managers. He explored which behavior trait leads to managerial 

effectiveness. Porter used a sample of 2,000 managers from all levels of 

management and from companies varying in size. He asked the managers to 

rate 10 personality traits on the basis of how important they were for 

suoooss in their management positions. 
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Five of these adjective trait descriptions were considered to be 

"other-directed" and five were considered to be "inner-directed". Porter 

measured the individuals' perceptions of the kind of behavior that leads to 

success in their managerial positions. Data from lower and middle levels of 

management were analyzed separately. 

Inner-directed Other-directed 

forceful cooperative 

imaginative adaptable 

independent cautious 

self -confident agreeable 

decisive tactful 

Porter found a tendency for managers in large organizations to 

place less emphasis on other-directed behaviors than did those in small 

organizations. Porter mlso found that higher level managers placed more 

importance on inner-directed behaviors than did lower-level managers. In 

an analysis of the results, Porter stated that "in large organizations inner

directed r~ther them other-directed behavior is rewarded" ( pp.l 04-109 ). 

The results further indicated a clear trend for managers in both 

middle and lower management who had high inner-directed scores to be 

rated as better performers than managers who had low inner-directed 

scores. At both management levels the difference between. the high and low 

inner-directed grouii)s was stetisticsliy significant. 
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At both levels, four out of five inner-directed traits were ranked as more 

important by the high performance group, and at both levels four out of five 

other-directed traits were ranked as more important by the low 

performance group. In terms of mid-level managers, there was no 

consistent difference between the high and low rated managers. 

In a discussion of the results, Porter ( 1 970) stated: 

the results show that those managers who 
see their jobs as demanding considerable 
inner-directed behavior are more effective 
in performing their jobs than. are those managers 
who see their jobs as demanding relatively tess 
inner-directed behavior. Strictly speaking, ail 
that our data prove is that role perceptions 
and performance are related. (p.l t 4) 

Porter's results support the assertion that managers with more 

inner-directed role perceptions and presumably behaviors, are rated by both 

themselves and more importantly, for the believers in the "organization 

man" philosophy, by their superiors as more effective performers. This 

evidence when considered together with the findings of Fleishman, Peters 

and Road man provides an effective refutmtion of the "organization man" 

concept These studies indicate that managers with nonconforming, inner

directed kinds of perceptions and values were rated highest by their 

superiors. The evidence d•d not support Riesman and Whyte's views about 

the place of other-directed man in American management. 
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In making suggestions for future research, Porter ( t 970, pp.181-

183) suggested that investigations could be facilitated by a sharper focus 

on the types of organizations represented in a research sample and to collect 

data from managers working in organizations with explicitly different 

reward policies. 

Whlte adding to our understanding about the "inner-other

directed" manager and effective performance, Porter's research findings 

advocate one particular attitude or behavior for producing success. The 

problem with this perspective is that when situational conditions and 

individuals chMge, other behaviors and attitudes may be required for 

effective managerial performance. 
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1965 Nash 

Nash ( 1965, pp.21-37) found four identifiable interest components 

related to managerial effectiveness: (a) social service, humanitarian and 

people oriented likes (b) persuasive, verbal and literary interests (c) a 

rejection or dislike of exclusively scientific, technical or skilled trade pursuits 

and (d) business contact and business detail activities. Nash developed and 

cross-validated (r. =.33) a special scoring key on the Strong Vocational 

Interest Blank for identifying the more effective manager out of a group of 

159 executives from 13 different companies. 

Nash. added to our understanding of managerial interests but has. 

not further defined specific skills leading to effective performance. 

1965 Dicken and Black 

Dicken and Black, together with Albrecht, Glaser and Marks ( 1964, 

pp.35-47) used clinical procedures to assess 31 marketing managers. Three 

psychologists conducted the assessments and ranked the subjects according 

to predicted job effectiveness in four broad areas: (a) forecasting and 

budgeting (b) sales performance (c) interpersonal relationships and (d) 

overall performance. 
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After one year on the job, the managers were ranked on each of 

the above skills by two managers above them and by their peers. The three 

sets of rankings were combined to form a composite index for each manager. 

Dicken and Black made the testing more extensive using the 

Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory, the Strong Vocational Interest 

Blank and the Otis Quick Sorting Mental Ability Test. Candidates for 

promotion from a manufacturing company and an insurance firm were 

tested . The raters evaluated the subjects on effective intelligence, personal 

soundness, drive and ambition, leadership and dominance, likeableness, 

responsibility and conscientiousness, ability to cooperate and an estimate of 

potential functioning level. In nearly every instance, the correlations 

between the clinical rating and the corresponding supervisory rating was 

clearly higher than the mean of its correlations with noncorresponding 

scales. 

The psychologists showed that they could discern behavioral 

tendencies from assessment information that agreed with the things 

supervisors could discern about those individurus after working with them 

for a period of months or years. 

1965 Horne and Lupton 

Horne and Lupton (196), pp.l4-33) obtained the activity records of 66 

aumagers, from 10 firms varying in size, product and technology for one 

week. The managers reported that communication activities consumed from 

50 to 90% of their time. Seventy five per cent of this time was spent in 
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interpersonal communication. Horne and Lupton concluded, "Managers talk 

most of the time, and mostly face-to-face. They seem to have the ability to 

shape and utilize the person-to-person channels of communication to 

influence, to persuade and to facilitate"(pp.14-33 ). Their research 

substantiates the critical role of interpersonal skills for managerial success. 

1966 Standard Oil Company of New jersey (SONJ) 

This study was designed to investigate what constitutes managerial 

success and potential. The sample included 443 managers of SONJ and five 

of its affiliative companies from marke-ting, research, production, accounting, 

and staff specialties. Managerial position level, salary history and 

effectiveness ranking were used for measures of managerial effectiveness. 

These were combined to form an overali success index. It identified how 

well managers utilized organizational resources over their careers. Those 

with high standing on the overali success index included managers who had 

been able to adapt effectively to changing conditions in the past and who 

had brought about desireable changes. The tests included mee.sures of 

verbal ability, inductive reasoning, aumagement judgment, managerial 

attitudes and personality measures. 

The results of the study indicated that successful executives had 

shown a total life pattern of successful endeavors. l'hey were good in 

college, active in taking advantage of leadership opportunities, they saw 

themselves as forceful, dominant, assertive and confident. 
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The qualities identified were related to general potential for management 

regardless of the functional differences between jobs. The managerial 

effectiveness measure used was salary level adjusted for age (Laurent, 

1961). 

The SONJ study indicated tbmt the use of such indexes aids in the 

identification of persons! qualities leading to managerial success as well as 

those which have led to past organizational success. It may be that the 

findings were descriptive of individuals who have gotten ahead, in other 

words, they may have resulted from success rather than have been 

predictive of it. 

1966 Korman 

Korman (1966, pp.349-363) believed that most personality 

measures have not been useful in predicting effectiveness. Many of the 

"typical behavior" measures by existing scales were :not closely relevant to 

patterns of job behaviors necessary in managing. He would have expected 

higher validities with measures more closely relevant to actual managerial 

requirements. 

Korman tested the two major tendencies of "Consideration" and "Initiating 

Structure" expecting them to yield higher validities. The scales were 

designed to measure these traits. They are known as the Leadership 

Opinion Questionaire (LOQ) and the Leader Behavior Description Questionaire 

(LBDQ). The first questionrure was designed to reveal a manager's attitudes 

and behaviors in "Consideration" tmd "Initiating Structure". The second 
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questionaire was designed to describe the manager's style. Only three 

studies showed correlations of any substantial size (Korman, t 966, pp.349-

363). 

According to Korman, the results of the study left little room for 

optimism about the predictive usefulness of the LOQ or the LBDQ. 

1973 Argyris 

Argyris ( 1973) analyzed top managers from 50 private and public 

organizations. He had access to more than 50,000 samples of management 

behavior, obtained from more than 200 meetings. 

His analysis of tb.e combined data revealed five related leadership 

phenomena: 

( 1) Most chief executives had three characteristics in common-

they were e.rticulate, competitive and persuasive. They competed vigorously 

for "air time", exceled in one-upmanship, and stimulated win-lose 

com petition. 

(2) The CEO's differed significantly from other executives he 

sampled. They v1ere more competitive and (unconsciously) encouraged 

conformity among their subordinates and discouraged others from taking 

risks. 
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(3) The win-lose style of competition that dominated top 

management groups was an outgrowth of the chief executive's own 

leadership style. At the same time, the CEO's claimed to value vice 

presidents, who like themselves, are articulate, persuasive, competitive, and 

speak their minds. 

(4) Interviews with the vice presidents suggested that the system 

was self -reinforcing in ways not understood by most chief executives. The 

stronger the win-lose dynamics within the top executive group, the more 

carefully they measured and planned their statements. Yet they tried to 

disguise their caution because success within their organizations depended 

on a show of forcefulness. 

(5) In all but two cases, the CEOs whose vice presidents felt the 

need to exercise caution claimed to put a high premium on candor in their 

relationships with their subordinates. They supported management 

programs which emphasized personal growth, risk taking and trust. 

Argyris ( 1973) concluded his analysis with the following summary: 

Be~use of the way most companies are organized, the chief 
executive officer is the focal point of power and responsibility for 
managing and renewing organizations. The CEO is therefore the 
~~--- ·- ... ...._ __ - ... ·------ -r ---oni;:.n.*;.-4/flL,,.,e """'""'!l!!'"'l,..~ .... _"'A'It ...,r,...,. .. ct'a~"' mh~• 
.i.t.~)f i.U Ul~ ::fU~::f~ Vll. \Ill~ IJIIUVU.Wl U'G V 'G VIJ' I!.ILI.'G'IIAL 1-' Ve)& U.Wl~. vv .L&C4W. 

has not been spelled out clearly is the what and the why about the 
chief executive officer that mikes him the key to the success of 
organizational development. 'fhe answer is: his behavior. 



The way the CEO actually behaves is crucial for the survival of 
organizational renewal and change activities. It is his behavior 
(and subsequently that of other officers) that ultimately does or 
does not confirm the idea that organizational development is 
necessary, credible. and inexorably linked to his leadership style. 
(pp.55-64) 

1973 Mint.zberg 
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Mintzberg ( 1973) observed the daily behaviors of five Chief 

Executive Officers. He found that in contrast to activities performed by most 

non-managers, these executives' activities were characterized by brevity, 

variety and fragmentation. The vast majority of activities were brief in 

duration. The executives performed a wide variety of activities which had a 

lack of pattern with subsequent activities. The executives shifted their 

moods quickly and frequently. In general, managerial work was found to be 

fragmented and interruptions were commonplace. One half of the observed 

activities were completed in Jess than nine minutes and only one tenth took 

more than an hour. 

Mintzberg ( 1973) stated that these managers demonstrated a 

"strong thirst for current information". They wrutt their information 

quickly, mnd the managers seemed willing to aooept a high degree of 

unoertmmty. His most significant finding was that mlllllagers demonstrated m 

strong attraction to verbal media (57-89%) (Mintzberg, 1973, pp.25-38)· 

Mintzberg found that the executives were constantly dealing with a 

dynmmic prooass, making decisions based on the conditions of the moment 

( Mintzberg, p.141 ). 



The evidence suggests that there is no science in managerial work. 
That is to say. managers do not work according to procedures that 
have been prescribed by scientific analysis. The modern manager 
may seek different information, but he gets most of it in the same 
old way-by word of mouth. He may make decisions dealing with 
modern technology, but he uses the same intuitive procedures in 
making them (Mintzberg, 1973, p.173 ). 
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In summarizing his study, Mintzberg (1973) suggested 10 areas of 

conoantration for managers to improve their effectiveness. One of these 

areas was "empb2sizing the role that fits the situation". He stated: 

Most managers must give special attention to certain roles .in 
certain situations. A variety of factors determine which role a 
particular manager must emphasize including the industry, 
the size of the organization, level in the hierarchy, the function 
supervised, the situation of the moment and the manager's 
experience (pp.l79-181 ). 

Mintzberg not only substantiated the importance of interpersonal 

communication for managers, he also addressed the concept of situational 

uncertainty as it relates to managerial performance. 

i 97 4 Bdge and Greenwood 

fuith~r ~vid~nce on the import:L*lce of communication for an 

organization's managers is provided by Edge and Greenwood ( 197 4). They 

surveyed 252 personnel and marketing managers, half in New York and half 

in Hawaii 
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The managers were asked to rant in order of importance the skills that 

every business administration graduate should have. Communication skills 

were ranked most important by aU the managers except for the New York. 

marketing managers who rated it second. 

197 4 Brickner 

Briclcner ( 197 4) found similar concerns from managers in such 

areas as finance, accounting, computer systems, and operations management, 

as well as personnel and marketing. He asked managers to identify the 

major weaknesses of previous business school graduates and to identify the 

attributes and skills most needed for a successful management career in the 

next decade when our current students are likely to be managers. 

The six major shortcomings of business school graduates listed in 

order of importance were: first rrulked--lack verbal and written 

communication skills, fifth ranked--poor human relations skills. Brickner 

concluded, the perceived shortcomings of business school graduates could 

provide the most impetus for changing current curricula (Brickner, 197 4, 

p.139 ). Brickner pointed out the disparity between the highly quantitative 

emphasis in business school curricula and the desires of managers for 

graduates with more human behavior and communication skills. 

Brickner's subjects also rated the importance of nine major areas of 

knowledge or skill for a successful career in 1984. They were listed in order 

of importance. 
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Ranked first was leadership and motivation, followed by communication and 

human behavior understanding. Brickner then asked the managers to rate 

the knowledge areas most important for managers in their first two years on 

the job and again after five years on the job. In order of importance they 

were: 

First Two Years 
I. Communication Theory 
2. Decision Making 
(Brickner, 1974, p.139) 

After Five Years 
1. Decision Making 
2. Communication Theory 

Brickner substantiates the importance of communication skills for 

successful managerial performance. 

1978 Smith 

Dr. Harold T. Smith ( 1978, p.30) surveyed 4:57 chief adm!nistrative 

managers from the Academy of Certified Administrative Managers for the 

20 competencies they considered essential for success. Certified 

Administrative Managers are an elite group of administrative managers. The 

managers were asked to rate the 20 oompetencie9 order of importance. 
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The results indicated that competencies related to communicating 

and working with people were considered more important by the CAMS 

than technical abilities. The four top-ranked, "super critical" abilities were: 

(a) active listening (b) giving clear effective instructions (c) accepting one's 

share of responsibility for problems and (d) identifying real problems. Even 

accountants and systems managers placed less importance on experience in 

their fields than on skills of working with people (Smith, 1978, p.30 ). 

Smith, along with Brickner, has supplied further evidence of the 

critical nature of communication skills for successful managerial 

performance. 

1981 Hildebrandt 

Hildebrandt ( 1982, p.8) surveyed 2,819 managers who had 

recently been promoted to positions of busine~J~.~<!ers.hip for what best 

prepares a person for a successful career in management. Of all respondents 

answering the question, 72.2% indicated business communication was "very 

important", in advance of finance (63.1 %), accounting (55.9%), and computer 

information systems s!dUs (34.1 %}. 

Hildebrandt's findings substantiate the need for more research on 

communication and managerial success. 



1982 Kotter 

Kotter ( 1982, pp.156-166) observed the daUy behavior of 

successful general managers. He found their behavior conformed to the 

following patterns. 

( 1) General managers spent 75% of their time communicating with 

others. 
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(2) During conversations, general mmnagers seemed to make "big" decisions. 

(3) Their discussions contained a considerable amount of joking, kidding, 

and common work-related issues 

( 4) General managers frequently engaged in attempts to influence others. 

According to Kotter, effective general managers have found just 

such an approach to plMning, organizing and staffing taking into account the 

uncertainty involved, diversity and volume of potentially relevant 

information. They come to grips with the complex human environment. 

Kotter asserted that the better performers mobilize more people to get more 

things done, and do so using a wider range of influence tactics. 
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Kotter found that "excellent .. performers ask, encourage, cajole, 

praise, reward, demand, manipulate, and generally motivate others with 

great skill in face-to-face situations. They also rely more heavily on indirect 

influence than the "good" managers, who tend to rely on a more narrow 

range of influence techniques and apply them with less finesse (Kotter, 1982, 

pp.l 56-166). 

According to Kotter (1982): 

a rather large gap exists between the conventional wisdom on 
management functions, tools and systems on the one hand and 
actual managerial behavior on the other ... The gap makes it difficult 
for executives to coach younger managers and makes it hard for 
them to know how they might improve their own effectiveness. 
(pp.l56-166) 

Kotter revealed the discrepancy between what has traditionally 

been considered manageriaJ job behavior and what successful managers 

actually do. Furthermore, he showed the need to change our current training 

of managers for their actual job requirements for successful performance. 



1982 Peters and Waterman 

From a sample of 62 companies, Peters and Waterman ( 1982) 

distinguished 19 companies that met their criteria for top performance. 

Their criteria included: (a) Compound asset growth from 1961 through 

1980. (b) Compound equity growth from 1 961 through 1980. (c) An 

average ratio of market value to book value from 1961 through 1980. (d) 

An average return on capital from 1961 through 1980. (e} An average 

return on equity. (f) An average return on sales. 
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Peters and Waterman conducted extensive interviews with these 

companies' managers and workers to distinguish a group of exemplar 

companies which represented sound performance. Their interviews were 

based upon the 7 -s framework for organizing and managing developed by 

Athos, Pascale, Leavitt, Peters and Waterman which consisted of structure, 

systems, strategy, shared values, skills, staff, and style. 

After codifying the results of the interviews, Peters and Waterman 

discerned eight attributes of successful American companies. These 

attributes included: 

( 1) The ability to manage ambiguity and paradox . 
. 

(2) An orientation toward action. 

(3) Customer concern. 

( 4) A sense of autonomy and entrepreneurship. 



(5) Achieve productivity through people. 

( 6) V 1due·-driven. 

(7) Stick to their knitting_ 

(8) Have a simple form and lean staff (pp.19-26). 
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Peters and Waterman's writings have had a major impact on 

American business in the last five years. Their results are testimony to the 

fact that companies are aggregates of the behaviors of individual managers 

and employees. Peters and Waterman have, however, been criticized for 

their over-simplistic conclusions (Businessweek, 1984, pp.76-88). 
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The Concept of Rhetorical Sensitivity 

1972 Hart and Burks 

Hart and Burks ( 1972, p.76) developed the theoretical construct of 

Rhetorical Sensitivity. They described the Rhetorically Sensitive individual 

as: 

( 1) accepting role taking as part of the human condition. 

(2) attempting to avoid stylized verbal behavior. 

(3) characteristically willing to undergo the strain of adaptation. 

{4) seeking to distinguish between all information and information 

acceptable for communication. 

(5) understanding that an idea can be rendered in multi-form ways. 

1980 Hart, Carlson and Eadie 

Hart, Carlson and Eadie ( 1980) believed that Rhetorical Sensitivity 

is a function of three forces--how one views the self during communication, 

how one views the other and how willing one is to adapt self to other. 

Because such assumptions have been made, each item on the 
RHIITSEN Scale taps three complementary perspectives 
simultaneously. We feel that each person has Rhetorically 
Sensitive, Noble Self and Rhetorical Reflector attitudes and that 
people differ from one another only in how this <.'Omplex of 
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attitudes is individually proportioned. We further feel that it is 
necessary to know a person's score on all three scales before that 
person's basic attitude toward communication can be understood. (Hart, 
Carlson, Eadie, 1980, p.9) 

One mode of assessing interpersonal communicative competence is 

the RHETSEN Scale originated by Hart, Carlson and Eadie ( 1980 ). The 

RHBTSEN Scale is a self report measure designed to measure an individual's 

level of Rhetorical Sensitivity. 

Hart, Carlson and Eadie ( 1980, p.4) used three separate procedures 

to assess the criterion-related validity of the RHETSEN instrument. 

Undergraduates enrolled at Purdue University were asked to complete the 

RHETSEN Scale and their instructors were asked to assess the Rhetorical 

Sensitivity of their students. Students designated highly sensitive by the 

RHBTSEN Scale were also rated more sensitive by the instructors than were 

those who scored less sensitive on the RHETSEN instrument. 

A final predictive validating technique involved administering the 

scale to persons who were professionally concerned with interpersonal 

communication. Pastoral counselors were asked to take the RHETSEN Scale 

and they scored significantly higher on the scale than did a comparison 

group of graduate students who were attitudinally similar but who were not 

trained counselors. Convergence between communicative predisposition and 

its assessed manifestation had been discerned. 
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According to Hart, Carlson and Eadie ( 1980, p.4), "The first version 

of the RHETSEN Scale was hardly perfect, but it did appear to have face 

validity and thus seemed worthy of further administration". 

The second version of the RHETSEN Scale was developed by Hart, 

Carlson and Eadie. The 40-item RHETSEN instrument ws.s developed in 

March of 1977. The instrument contained Likert-type options. Responses 

were weighted differentially. The keyed answer for each of the 28 

Rhetorical Sensitivity items (the RS Scale) was "C". Twelve dummy items 

were included. Each dummy item had elicited extreme portions of non-RS 

responses. A score on the RS scale could range from a low of 0 to a high of 

56. They further determined that Noble Self and Rhetorical Reflector 

tendencies could be assessed. Twenty-four items measured the Noble Self 

scale (NS) and 2 items measured the Rhetorical Reflector (RR) scale. 

The RHETSEN Scale was found to have sufficient reliability and 

validity based upon five years work with responses from over 7,000 

individuals collected by Hart, Carlson and Eadie ( 1980 ). 



Based upon the RHETSEN Scale in 1978, the following data were 

obtained (Hart, Carlson, Eadie, 1980, pp.S-6): 

Mean 
so 

· Reliability 

RS Scale 

31.8 
7.'5 

alpha .76 
test-retest .84 

Interscale correlations RS 

RS 

NS -.81 

RR -.48 

NS Scale 

1 S.l 
6.3 

.80 
.87 

NS 

.09 

RR Scale 

7.0 
3.8 

.63 

.84 

RR 
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The new RHETSEN Scale distinguished the Rhetorically Sensitive 

individual from both the Noble Self and the Rhetorical Reflector described by 

Darnell and Brockreide. The internal reliability of the RS and NS scales 

proved to be acceptable. With the revised instrument came added power of 

discrimination between the three scores (RS, NS, RR) which permitted a more 

accurate understanding of the social make-up of the Rhetorically Sensitive 

individual (Hart, Carlson, Eadie, 1980, p.9). 
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To assess the criterion-related validity of the final RHETSEN Scale, 

the instrument was administered to nursing majors. Instructors also rated 

the students in terms of peer, supervisor and professional relations and 

interactions. The authors stated, "These results do suggest indicated that 

Rhetorically Sensitive attitudes have behavioral consequences and these 

consequences are perceived as desirable by others" (Hart, Carlson, Eadie, 

1980,p.10). 

When assessing the discriminant validity of the RHBTSEN Scale, 

Hart, Carlson and Eadie's theoretical assumptions were not confirmed. When 

correlated with other instruments (McCroskey's PRCA, Crowne and Marlowe's 

Social Desireability Instrument, Snyder's Self Monitoring Instrument and 

others), the expected relationships did not materialize which led Hart, 

Carlson and Eadie ( 1980, p.ll) to conclude that "the RHETSEN Scale is tapping 

a construct not previously dealt with in the sociopsychologicalliterature". 

After testing the RHBTSEN Scale, they concluded, "Our work with 

the initial RHETSEN Scale had convinced us that communicative attitudes 

were reflected in actual behavior. The results of our study do suggest that 

Rhetorically Sensitive attitudes have behavioral consequences and that these 

consequences are perceived as desirable by others". (Hart, Carlson, 

Eadie, i 980, p.l 0) 

Their findings revealed: (a) people vary greatly from one another in their 

attitudes toward encoding interpersonal messages; (b) some of these 

variances are partly a function of specific philosophical, economic, geographic 
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and cultural forces impinging upon people; (c) certain subcultural systems 

(families, ethnic groups, religious assemblages, etc.) reinforce and inhibit 

certain attitudes toward communication; (d) exceptionally "liberal" systems 

foster Noble Self predilections while especially "conservative" persons 

embrace Rhetorical Reflector attitudes; (e) Rhetorical Sensitivity seems to 

thrive in those middle-class environments which do not demand ideological 

zeal from members. In sum, they found that people form unique attitudes 

toward encoding messages and sometimes talce refuge in interpersonal 

environments supportive of those attitudes (Hart, Carlson, Eadie, 1980, p.19)· 

In addition, students from urban centers scored significantly lower 

on the RHETSEN Scale than did students from suburban or rural 

environments (Hart, Carlson, Eadie, 1980, p.4). The authors stated, "Our study 

convinced us that attitudes toward communication make a difference on the 

job and within relationships"(Hart, Carlson, Eadie, 1980, p.21 ). 

Their developmental work with the RHETSEN Scale indicated that 

they had developed a sufficiently valid and reliable instrument. The scale 

allows one to characterize an individual's overall attitude-toward-encoding 

in an efficient and sensible manner. 
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They also discovered that non-professional observers could detect 

differences in Rhetorical Sensitivity. A group of sorority women recorded 

the names of those sisters who were (a) most likely and (b) least likely to 

"change their communication patterns in order to please others". The 

RHETSEN scores correlated negatively with the number of times subjects 

were reported as being either a Noble Self or Rhetorical Reflector. 

Their research conducted on attitudes toward communication 

indicated that attitudes may be associated with demographic, familial and 

subcultural dynamics. In making recommendations for future rese&rch, 

Hart, Carlson and Eadie ( 1980, p.22) stated that few scholars have focused on 

the concept of Rhetorical Sensitivity and that a number of questions need to 

be explored. Two mentioned included "Does the every day business 

environment reward Rhetorically Sensitive workers or are Noble Selves and 

Rhetorical Reflectors typically favored?" and "Can the RHETSEN Scale account 

for the relative success people have in establishing and maintaining 

relationships?" 

1983 Eadie 

Eadie ( 1983) investigated the influences of attitudes toward 

communication, degree of intimacy, and relationship type on two dimensions 

of rhetorical force, the necessity for talk, and the necessity for invention. 
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Eadie sampled 207 students from speech communication classes 

in the western and southeastern United States. Participants were presented 

with the RHETSEN Scale, a description of one rhetorical situation and the 

rhetorical force scale Eadie developed. Respondents were classified as 

Rhetorically Sensitive, Noble Self or Rhetorical Reflectors. The results 

indicated that 130 student~ were classified as Rhetorically Sensitive, 42 as 

being Noble Self and 35 as being Rhetorical Reflector. 

The results of his research indicated that: 

( 1) Noble Selves perceived more of a necessity for talk across six rhetorical 

situations than did Rhetorical Sensitives or Rhetorical Reflectors. 

(2) Communicators perceived less need for invention (the need to transform 

a situation) when they were involved in intimate communication than when 

they were involved in nonintimate communication. 

(3) Conversations involving symmetrical relationships were perceived as 

needing talk to a lesser extent than conversations involving complementary 

relationships (Eadie, 1983, p.13 )· 

In his discussion of the results Eadie ( 1983) compared the Noble 

Self with the Rhetorically Sensitive attitude and generalizes his findings to 

other communication settings: 



If Noble Self is the representative of the "expressive" position, 
then it seems clear that a priority in rhetorical communication will 
be talk, just as talk is probably a priority in other kinds of 
communication as well. On learning of this finding, however, it 
becomes disappointing to discover that Rhetorically Sensitive 
individuals were not distinguished from their counterparts on the 
necessity for invention. (p.l4) 
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CHAPTER THREE 

THE METHODOLOGY 

As indicated by the research presented in Chapter Two, although 

leadership style and personality traits have been explored, no research has 

been conducted to determine the relationship between managerial success 

and Rhetorical Sensitivity. Tbe research also indicated tbat the R.HBTSEN 

Scale has been validated in a university, sorority, counseling, nursing and 

religious setting. It has not however. been researched in an orsrumationat 

setting. 

The purpose o.f this chapter is to describe the methodology utilized 

in this study of the relationship between managerial success and Rhetorical 

Sensitivity. The chapter is divided into five sections: Part One describes the 

subjects Md the method used illl d~tm ool!ection; Part Two describes the 

independent variables (Rhetorical Sensitivity, Noble Sell' and Rhetorics! 

Reflecror measures) rumd their treatment; Part Three describes the 

dependent variables (sruary in reJatioo to age and promotions in relation to 

yeru-s worked measures) and their treatment; Part Four describes the 

analyses of the datm. 
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Part 1: Subiects and Data Collection • 

The sample consists or 1 00 mid-level managers from sil 

organizations. Organimtions A, B, D, B and F include manufacturing, retail, 

service, administrative and engineering companies. Organization Cis a 

division of state government, and as such, is subject to civil service policies. 

Organization A is m subsidiary of a major oil company which 

specializes in land and project development. The sample obtained from this 

organization is composed entirely of mid-level managers from each of its 

departments. These subjects have at least one level of management below 

them and one to two levels of mumagement above them. 

Organization B is a west coast division of a micro-computer retail 

organization. Subjects from this organization are retail store managers and 

assistant muuuagers. They have direct management responsibilities for their 

store's operations. 
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Organization C is a combined division of state and county 

governments in the southwest which educates and trains young adults for 

job placement. This sample consists of division department managers. All 

the departments of the division are represented in the sample. AU of these 

subjects have general management responsibilities (planning, directing, 

organizing and supervising). 

Organization Dis a lmrge community hospital .in the southwest. This 

sample consists of managers of the various hospital departments. These 

subjects represent aU levels of mmuagement within the Ofganization. 

Organization His a large ool!lununity hospital ift the southwest. This 

sample consists of nursing supervisors employed by the hospital These 

subjects are responsible for the operations of departments and the 

employees who report to them. 

Organization F is a division of a multi-national computer 

manufacturing firm lcaated in the southwest This sample consists of mid

level managers enrolled in a company sponsored career development course 

offered by m local community college. The subjects represent several 

departments within the division. 
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The sample was drawn from organizations engaged in a wide 

variety of activities and from two geographical locations (southwest and 

west). In addition, the organizations represent a variety of sizes and 

organizational structures. However, the sample is not a random sample of 

American mid-level managers. 
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Part H: Independent Variables and Their Treatme 

Administration of the Instrument 

For each organization, the subjects were issued the RHETSEN Scale 

and the success indelt at the beginning of a staff meeting after a brief 

introduction by the meeting coordinator. The subjects were asked to 

complete the forms anonymously. The subjects were informed that their 

responses would be kept confidential. Each sample of managers was given 

the same set of verbal instructions. A copy of these instructions is provided 

in the appendix. 

The written instructions used for the RHBTSBN Scale, second 

version, published by Hart, Carlson and Eadie are also included in the 

appendix. The subjects were not informed of the purpose of the 

instruments or the study before completing the instruments. 

After the completed instruments were collected, the parrticipmnts 

were told that the reseru-ch was designed to e:xplOfie O'Ul\tulgerial attitudes 

toward communication. Participants were told that the instrument would be 

explained ru1d the results would be reported and interpreted for them at 

their next meeting. Bach meeting lasted approximately 12- iS minutes. 

To oorve the descriptive purpose of the study, survey 

methodology was used to collect the mru:aagers' re~ponses to the success 

index and the RHHTSEN Scale. 
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Treatment of the Independent Variables 

The independent variables are the three attitude/behavior 

classifications developed by Hart, carlson and Eadie. They include Rhetorical 

Sensitivity, Noble Self and Rhetorical Reflector measures. These 

attitude/behavior classifications are measured by the RHETSEN Scale. The 

scale provides a measure of each of the three classifications evidenced by an 

individual. A copy of the instrument is provided in the Appendix. 

The collected RHETSEN Scales were screened and scored in 

accordance with Hart, Carlson and Eadie's instructions. Any incomplete 

responses were eliminated. The RHETSEN measures of Rhetorical Sensitivity, 

Noble Self and Rhetorical Reflector were calculated for each subject and 

categorized as high, averqe or low, according to the norms established by 

Hart, cartoon and Eadie 0980). The soores were coded as 1 for low, 2 for 

average and 3 for high in each category. 
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Part HI: Dependent Variables and Their Treatment 

The dependent variables consist of the two success measures: 

salary in relation to age, and promotions in relation to years worked. Salary 

in relation to age was chosen based upon previous research which found this 

measure to be useful in determining success level (Ryan,W atson,Williams, 

1981. pp.6 7-70 )· Promotions in relation f.o years worked was chosen in 

order to provide a more comprehensive indication of the subjects' level of 

success. A copy of the index is provided in the Appendix. Salary level was 

coded mlphabeticaUy to prevent any reservations about disclosing actual 

salary. 

The responses were screened to eliminate any who failed to meet 

the criteria of at least one year of employment in the orgmnization. The 

responses to the success index were treated by calculating the ratio of salary 

to age and the ratio of promotions to number of years worked. 
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Par~ IV: Data Analysis 

The fint mode of data analysis was through the use of descriptive 

statistics: mean, median, mode, range, variance, standard deviation, standard 

error, and skewness. 

The second data analysis employed Pearson Correlation. Pearson 

Correlation was used to obtain the correlation coefficients and significance 

tests which serve to indicmte the strength and direction of the linear 

relationship between the varimbles. This was followed by a test for 

homogeneity of variance to meet the requirement for conducting the 

analyses of variance. 

Two three-way analyses of variance were employed to test the 

consequences of the three Rhetsen scores (Rhetorical Sensitivity, Noble Self 

and Rhetorical Reflector) on two dependent variables (promotions to years 

worked and salary to age). A 3 x 3 factorial design and a two-tailed test 

were used. 

Analysis of variance is not only M. efficient design, it allows for 

broad generalizations rumd takes into account the complexities of interacting 

factors. The design was employed to determine whether the communication 

attitude/behavior measure relates to the success measure. 



It discriminates between several levels of attitude measures and their 

relationship to success level. The F ratio tests the hypotheses of this 

multiple factor design (Williams,1979, p.88)· 

One three-way analysis of variance was conducted for the 

dependent variable salary in relation to age and one for the dependent 

variable promotions in relation to years worked. The Statistical Package for 

the Social Sciences program. for analysis of variance supplies a source table 

indicating the variation for the main effects (Rhetorical Sensitivity, Noble 

Self and Rhetorical Reflector scores) and interaction effects. The table 

provides the sum of squares, degrees of freedom, mean square, F value and 

significance of F for each of the above mentioned variables. The table also 

provides the explained, residual and total variation. 

The Multiple Classification Analysis statistic provides the grs:.ad 

mean, unadjusted deviation, deviation adjusted for independent variables 

and deviation adjusted for independents. It also provides the partial 

regression coefficient or beta values. the simple beta or eta values, Multiple 

R and Multiple R Squared. The significance level was set mt .05. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

RESEARCH RESULTS 

Data Analysis And Interpretation 

This chapter !s divided into six parts. Part One describes the 

sample with descriptive statistics. Part Two presents the Peru-son Correlation 

Coefficients. Part Three presents the Homogeneity of Variance results. Part 

Four presents tile Analyses of Variance. Part Five presents the hypothesis 

rest and Part Six presents the exploratory analyses including the One-way 

Analyses of Variance and the A Priori test to explore the res~ arch 

questions. 

This research hypothesized tbmt successful managers tend to soore 

higher in Rhetorica! Sensitivity t.b.tilln less successful managers. The research 

questions included: hn) O.f the Rhetoricruty Sensitive, Noble Self and 

Rhetorical Reflector moo~ger, wruch tends to be more successful? (b) If 

sucooss is greater for the Rhetorically Sensitive, Noble Self or Rhetorical 

Reflector manager, ism high, average or low soore more likely associated 

with success? 
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Part One: Descriptive Statistics 

T.be sample consisted of 1 00 mid level managers from six different 

organizations in the South and Southwest, consisting or 65 males and 35 

females. Figure 1 presents the number of managers sampled from each 

orgaruzation. Figure 2 presents the distribution of salary for the 

organizations sampled. This is followed by Tables 1 and 2 which show the 

descriptive statistics for the dependent vw-iables of success (promotions in 

relmtioo to yew-s worked and salary in relation to age) and the independent 

variables of the RHETSHN Scale scores (Rhetoricru Sensitivity, NobJ.e Self and 

Rhetorical Reflector). 
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Figure 1 
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Fiaure 2 --
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Table 1 

Descriptive Statistics 

Variable Mean ~edimn Mode Rgge Variance 

Dependent Variables 

Promotions/ .49 .30 0 2.00 .23 
Years Work 

Sruary/Age 838.48 724.50 545 3,200.00 263,183.71 

Independent V nriobles 

Rhetorical 31.55 33.06 33 49.00 74.21 
Sensitivity 

Noble 14.15 13.50 11 31.00 46.11 
Self 

Rhetorical 6.52 5.86 6 22.00 16.56 
Reflector 



Table 2 

Descriptive Statistics (Continued) 

Standard Standard 

Variable 

Dependent Variables 

Promotions/ 
Years Work 

Salary I Age 

Deviation 

.48 

513.01 

Independent Vsriobles 

Rhetorical 8.61 
SensitiVity 

Noble 6.79 
Self 

Rhetorical 4.07 
.Reflector 

F.rror 

.OS 

51.30 

.86 

.68 

.41 
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Skewness 

+1.43 

+1.66 

-.74 

+.32 

+1.22 
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Part Two: Pearson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients 

Pearson's r was chosen to serve as an indicator of the strength and 

direction or the linear relationship between the variables. Table 3 presents 

these correlation coefficients. This is foUowed by the interpretation of the 

significant results. 



Table 3 

Pevson Product-Moment Correlation Coefficients 

Promotions/ Salary I Rhetorical Noble Rhstarical 
Years Worked Aae Sensitivity Self Reflector 

Promotions/ 

Yews Worked 

Rhetorical 

Sensitivity 

Noble Self 

Rhetorical 

Reflector 

.15 -.15 

-.03 

.19 -.25 

-.00 .05 

-.53a -.18 

-.01 
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The hypothesis predicted that successful managers tend to score 

higher in Rhetorical Sensitivity than less successful managers. The 

correlation coefficients presented in Table 3 do not support the hypothesis. 

The correlation ooefficients for Rhetorical Sensitivity and both success 

measures are slightly negatively correlated but not statistically significant 

(-.15) and (-.03) respectively. 

Significant Correlations 

o The Rhetorical Sensitivity and Noble Self attitude/behavior 

measures have a moderate negative correlation (-.53) at a 

significance level of .00 I. This indicates that the two have an 

inverse relationship. That is to say, as a manager's Rhetorical 

Sensitivity score increases his or her Noble Self score tends to 

decreese. This was expected. Based upon the research of Hart. 

Carlson and Eadie ( 1980, pp.S-6 ), the results indicated that Rhetorical 

Sensitivity and Noble Self were negatively correlated( -.8 t ). 

0 The success measure of promotions in relation to years worked 

and the Noble Self attitude/behavior measure have a slight 

positive correlation (.19) at m significance level of .OS. 

The success measure of promotions in relation to years worked 

and the Rhetorical Reflector attitude/behavior measure have a 

low negative correlation (-.2 S) at a significance level of .0 1. 

This indicates that the two have an inverse relationship. 
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To summarize, the Pearson Product-Moment Correlation 

Coefficients revealllttie about Rhetorical Sensitivity and managerial success. 

The an.alyses indicate that the ratio of promotions to years worked is slightly 

negatively correlated with Rhetorical Sensitivity, and the ratio of salary to 

age is slightly negatively correlated with Rhetorical Sensitivity. 

Part Three: Homogeneity of Variance Results 

One of the assumptions needed for eppiying analysis of vs.riance 

properly is that of equality of variance. The F-Mardmum test was chosen 

to test for homogeneity of variance. 

The statistic for the F-Maximum test is: 

F "' ~largest) 
sl(smaUest) 

where s2 (largest) equals the largest variance of the variances tested, and s2 

(smallest) equals the smallest of the variances tested. (Winer. 1971, p.206) 

Results of the F-Maximum tests for homogeneity of variance are reported in 

Table 4. 



Table 4 

Tests for Homogeneity of Variance 

Fmmx 

Rhetorical Sensitivity 

Noble Self 

Rhetorical Reflector 

2.63 

2.90 

2.26 

Reject nuU hypothesis if F max .. 3.19 

CritiCSAI value= 3.19 (.O 1 ) 

K (treatment groups) = 6 

dl. (degrees of freedom) m99 

Hyoothcsis Test 

Accept Null 

Accept Null 

Accept Null 
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The results of the F-Mardmum test for homogeneity of variance in 

Table 4 suggested that homogeneity or variance existed for all three 

categories. These results suggested that further statistical analysis was 

appropriate using the ra't/ data as presented. In addition, the requirement 

of equality of variances in a mean difference test had been satisfied. 

Part Four: Analysis Of Variance 

A three-way analysis of variance was employed to test the 

consequences of the three RHETSEN scales (Rhetorical Sensitivity, Noble Self 

and Rhetoricml Reflector) on the first dependent variable. A second three

way analysis of variflfice was performed on the second dependent variable. 

The first analysis of variance used the ratio of promotions to years worked 

as the dependent variable (see Table 5). The second analysis of variance 

used the ratio of salary to age as the dependent variable (see Table 7). For 

each analysis the ANOVA Source Table is presented. 
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Table 5 

Analysis of Vsriance With Dependent Variable: Promotions/YearsWorked 

Sum of Mean Significance 

Source or variation Sgyar~:~ DE Sgyare F ofF 

Main Bffects 2.4.7 6 AI 1.78 .113 

Rhetorical 
Sensitivity .13 2 .07 .30 .749 

Noble 
Self .37 2 .18 .80 .457 

Rhetorical 
Reflector .85 2 .42 1.83 .167 

Two-wmy Interactions .88 8 .11 .47 .872 

RSXNS 

.14 2 .07 .30 .746 

RSXRR 

.63 .16 .68 .605 

NS )( RR 

.30 2 J) .64 .531 

Explained 3.3)0 14 .239 1.033 .430 

Residuml 19.231 83 .232 

Total 22.580 97 .233 

N= 100 
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The hypothesis predicted that successful managers tend to score 

higher in Rhetorical Sensitivity than less successful managers. TableS 

presents the data from the managers' success and Rhetorical Sensitivity 

scores. As can be seen, Rhetorically Sensitive managers do not tend to be 

more successfu{ (F ·1.78; p >.05). The degree of success for the Rhetorically 

Sensitive manager is not statistically significant. 

Multiple Classification Analysis 

The Multiple aassification Analysis Table displays (in more detail) 

the results of analysis of variance (see Table 6 ). Given one or more factors, 

it describes the effect on the dependent variable for each factor as the other 

factors are controlled for. 

The first column contains the sample size for each factor. The 

second column contains the means for each category expressed as deviations 

from the grand mean. In cruculating these values the other factors are not 

adjusted for. The third column indicates the adjusted mean values for each 

category (expressed as deviations from the grand mean) when the other two 

factors are adjusted for. If the effect of each factor diminishes or increases ~s 

the other factors are adjusted for, it suggests a relationship between the 

three attitudes in the oontext of success. 
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The partial beta is the resultant partial-regression coefficient. The 

analysis compares the original eta value (which is equivalent to a simple 

beta from the bivariate linear regression of the dependent variable on the 

factor) with the partial betas resulting from controlling for the other factors. 

If these values change as other oontrols are introduced, it further suggests a 

relationship. 

The multiple R indicates the overall relationship between success 

and the RHETSEN scores. Multiple R squared represents tb.e proportion of 

variance in success accounted for by the measuring instrument (the RHBTSEN 

Scale). 
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Table 6 

Multiple Classification Analysis 

Grand Mean- :48 Adjusted for 

Adjusted for Independents 

Variable and Unadjusted Independents + Covariates 

Category N Deviation Eta Deviation Beta Deviation Beta 

Rhetorical Sensitivity 

Low IS .OS -.0) 

Average 6) .01 .03 

High 18 -.10 -.07 

.12 .09 

Noble Self 

Low 22 -.19 -.13 

Average 59 .02 -.01 

High 17 .18 .21 

.24 .22 

Rhetorical Reflector 

Low 27 JO .12 

Average 60 .OR -.00 

High 11 -.31 -.27 

.25 .23 

Multiple R Squared .11 

Multint~ R .33 
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Table 5 indicates that the differences in success for the Rhetorically 

Sensitive. Noble Self and Rhetorical Reflector attitude/behavior categories 

could be due to chance. AU three attitude/behavior classjfications are non

significant in relation to success. Table 6 shows the overall relationship 

between success and communication attitude/behavior as measured by tbe 

RHBTSEN Scale to be .33. The proportion of variance in success accounted 

for by the measuring instrument is : I·%. 

The hypothesis predicted that successful mruungers tend to score 

higher in Rbetoricai Sensitivity than less successful managers. Table 7 

presents the data from managers' success (as measured by salary in relation 

to age) and Rhetorical Sensitivity scores. As can be seen. there is not a 

trend for Rhetorically Sensitive ouilnagers to be more successful (F =. 90; 

p >.05). The degree of success for the Rherorica11y Sensitive manager is not 

statistically significant. 

Table 7 indicates that the differences in success for the 

Rhetorically Sensitive, Noble Se.lf or Rhetorical Reflector attitude/behavior 

cmtegories oouid be due to cbmnoe. AU three attitude/behavior categories aure 

norm-significant in relation to suooess. Table 8 shows the overall relationship 

between communication attitude/behavior as measured by the RHETSEN 

Scale and success to be .24. The proportion of variance in success explained 

by the measuring instrument is .06. 
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Table 7 

Analysis Of Vmrianoe With Dependent Variable: Salary/ Aae 

Source of Sum of Mean Sigrill'icance 

variation Squares DF Square F ofF 

Main Effects 1,511,820.63 6 251,970.11 .90 .503 

Rhetorical 
Sensitivity 439,092.97 2 219,541.48 .80 .462 

Noble 
Self l,H,/,149.56 2 583.574.78 2.07 .132 

Rhetorical 

Reflector 320,819.72 2 160,409.86 .57 .568 

Two-Way 
Interactions 596,241.82 8 74,530.29 .26 .976 

RSXNS 183,062.67 2 91,531.33 .33 .723 

RSXRR 56,401.18 4 14,350.30 .05 .995 

NSXRR 5,!85.98 2 2,592.99 .01 .991 

Rxplmmed 2,108,062.46 14 150,)75.89 .54 .906 

Residuru 23,660,725.56 84 281,675.30 

Total 25,768,788.02 98 262,946.82 

!'1= 100 



Table 8 

Multiple aassification Analysis 

Grand Mean= 843.86 

Adjusted for 
Adjusted for Independents 

Variable and Unadjusted Independents + Covariates 
Category N Deviation Eta Deviation Beta Deviation Beta 

Rhetorical Sensitivity 

Low 15 86.47 131.93 

Average 66 -5.33 24.38 

High 18 -52.53 -196.89 

.08 .20 

Noble Self 

Low 22 124.05 243.74 

Average 60 -73.08 -83.80 

High 17 97.38 -19.64 

.18 .26 

Rhetorical Reflector 

Low 27 -S2.04 19.79 

Average 61 36.04 23.02 

High 11 -72.13 -176.23 

.09 .12 
Multiple R Squared .06 
Multiple R .24 

H4 



Part Five: Testing the Null Hypothesis 

The research hypothesized that successful managers tend to 

score rugher in Rhetorical Sensitivity than less successful managers. The 

nuU hypothesis for this was: 

H0-l: There will be no significant difference between the 

o:umagers'!Rhetorical Sensitivity, Noble Self or Rhetorical Reflector scores in 

relation to success. 

The Three-way analysis of variance was used to test this 

hypothesis (Tables 5,7). The results revealed non-significant overall F 

scores indicating that the null hypothesis was accepted. 

Part Six: Exploratory Analyses 

The results from the three-way tmalyses of variance did not 

support the hypothesis that a manager who scores high in Rhetorical 

Sensitivity tends to be more successful. The dmtm indicated the three 

attitude/behavior classifications were non-significant in relation to success 

(measured as the ratios of promotions to years worked and salary to age). 
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To explore further the relationship between success and the three 

measures of Rhetorical Sensitivity. Noble Self and Rhetorical Reflector, two 

exploratoty analyses were conducted. These included one-wmy analyses of 

variance and a priori contrasts. The analyses were conducted to provide 

suggestions for the direction of future research. 

Three one-way analyses of variance were performed oo the first 

dependent variable (promotions in relation to years worked) to compare the 

three attitude/behavior classifications and their three levels (high, average 

and low). (See Tables 9 through 11 ). Three additional one-way analyses of 

variance were performed on the second dependent variable (salary in 

relation to age). (See Tables 12 through 14). 



Table 9 

One-way Anova: Rhetorical Sensitivity With Dependent Variable 

Promotionsaears W or .ked 

Sum of Mean Significance 

Soyrce of Y:arigtign DF Sguares Sgum:e F ofF 

Between Groups 2 .31 .15 65 .52 

Within Groups 95 22.27 .23 

Total 97 22.)8 
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Table 10 

Qne-way Anova;lloble Self With Dependent Variable Promotions/Years 

Worked 

Sum of Mean Significance 

Source of Variation DF Squares Sauare f ofF 

Between Groups 2 1.35 .68 3.03 .05 

Within Groups 95 21.23 .22 

Total 97 22.58 
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Table 11 

One-way Anoya: Rhetoricm Reflector With Dependent Variable 

Promotions/Years Wod:e!l 

Sum of Mean Significance 

Source of Variation DP Squares Sguwe f of F 

Between Groups 2 1.36 .68 3.05 .05 

Within Groups 95 21.22 .22 

Tot a! 97 22.58 
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Table 12 

One-way Anoya: Rhetorical Sensitivity With Deoendent Variable 

Salary/Age 

Sum of 

Source of Variation DP Squares 

Mean 

Square 

Significance 

P ofF 

Between Groups 2 163,702.25 81,851.12 .30 .74 

Within Groups 96 25~05~8537 266]19~4 

Total 98 25,768,788.02 
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Table 13 

One-way Anoya: Noble Self With Dependent Variable Salary/Age. 

Sum of 

Source of Vgiation DF Squares 

Me:m 

Square 

Between Groups 2 820,144.96 41 0,072. 48 

Within Groups 96 24,948,643.06 259,831.70 

Total 98 25,768,788.02 

Significance 

f ofF 

1.58 .21 
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Table 14 

One-way Anova: Rhetorical Reflector With DepefMient Variable Salary/Age 

Sum of 

Source of Variation DF Squares 

Mean 

Square 

Significance 

f o{F 

Between Groups 2 209,608.35 104,804.18 .39 .68 

Within Groups 96 25,559,179.67 266,241.46 

Total 98 25,768,788.02 
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A Priori Contrasts 

According to Kirk ( 1982, pp.95-96), if homogeneity of variance 

exists and the null hypothesis is true, it is appropriate for a priori contrasts 

to be conducted. The contrasts were performed to understand more 

thoroughly the relationship between managerial success Md communication 

attitude/behavior and to provide suggestions for future research. 

Three contrasts were conducted for Rhetorical Sensitivity, Noble 

Self and Rhetorical Reflector scores, each having three levels. The first 

contrast was with low and high scores. The second contrast was with 

average and high scores. The third contrast was with low and average 

scores. The results of the a priori contrasts are shown in Tables 1 S through 

17. 



Table 15 

Contrasts: Rhetorical Sensitivity 

Promotions to Years Worked 

Value S.Brror 

Low+ High .19 .17 

Average + High .11 .13 

Low + Average .07 .14 

Salary to Age 

Value S.Error 

Low+ High 139.00 180.55 

Average + High 47.20 137.33 

Low + Average 91.80 147.72 
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T Value DF I Probability 

1.11 95 .27 

.89 95 .38 

.53 95 .60 

T Value DF T Probobility 

.77 96 .44 

.34 96 .73 

.62 96 .54 



Table 16 

Cootri~t~; Hobl~ S~L 

PrQD.UltiQD~ to Yeon Work~d 

Value S.Brror 

Low+ High -.37 .15 

Average + High -.17 .13 

Low + Average -.20 J2 

Salary t2 Aru:. 

Value S.Error 

Low+ High 26.67 164.62 

Average+ High -170.45 140.07 

Low+ Average 197.13 127.06 

I Value 

2.42 

1.28 

1.73 

I Value 

.16 

1.22 

1.55 

DF 

95 

95 

95 

Df 

96 

96 

96 

T Probability 

.01 

.21 

.09 

I Probability 

.97 

.23 

.12 
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Tt,llb(e 17 

Contrasts: Rhetorical Reflector 

Promotions to Years Worked 

Value S.Brror 

Low+ High .41 .17 

Average + High .33 .16 

Low + Average .09 .11 

Salary to Age 

Value s. Error 

Low+ High 20.09 184.57 

Average + High 1 08. 17 169.12 

Low+ Average -88.09 119.27 

T Value DP 

2.44 95 

2.12 95 
.77 95 

rvruue DF 

Jl 96 

.64 96 

.74 96 

T Probability 

.01 

.03 

.44 

I Probllbilliy 

.91 

.52 

.46 
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The Research Questions 

The research questions included: (a) Of the Rhetorically Sensitive, 

Noble Self or Rhetorical Reflector manager, which tends to be more 

successful? (b) If success is greater for the Rhetorically Sensitive, Noble Self 

or Rhetorical Reflector manager, is a high, average or low score more likely 

associated with suooess? 

The statistical test of analysis (one-way ru1ruysis of variance) was 

used to explore the research questions (Tables 9 through 14). The results 

from the one-way analyses of variance indicated that the magnitude of the 

differences might suggest a direction for future research. 

The statistical test of analysis (a priori contrasts) was also used to 

explore the research questions. The results from the a priori contrasts 

indicated that the magnitude of the differences might suggest a direction for 

future research (Tables 15, 16, 17). 

Preview of Chapter Five 

The ne1t chapter summarizes the research results reported in 

chapter 4 and draws conclusions from those results. First, a summary and 

discussion of results is made. Second, the research questions stated in 

chapter 1 ru-e answered. Third, implications of this research's findings are 

made. Fourth, suggestions for future research conclude this report. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Part One: Summary of Research Results 

This study was based on the premise that communication skills are 

among the important factors in contributing to successful managerial 

performance. The theoretical construct of Rhetorical Sensitivity was used to 

explore this relationship. 

RhetoricmJ Sensitivity is an attitude which accepts the uncertainty 

inherent to relationships and the environment. As a result of possessing this 

attitude, the Rhetorically Sensitive individual tends to communicate more 

effectively. 

This study asserted that the Rhetorically Sensitive manager is 

more successful than the Noble ~Af or Rbetoricru Reflector manager. This 

hypothesis stems from the rationale that, as a result of possessing this 

attitude, Rhetorically Sensitive managers will be more successful in 

communicating and therefore more effective in performing their jobs. 
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The analysis using Pearson Correlation Coefficients did not support 

the hypothesis that successful managers tend to score higher in Rhetorical 

Sensitivity than less successful managers. The results indicated: 

( 1) No correlation between the Rhetorical Sensitivity and success measures. 

(2) A moderate inverse relationship between the Rhetorical Sensitivity and 

Noble Self measures confirming previous findings. 

(3) A slight positive correlation between the Noble Self and promotions in 

relation to years worked measures, in direct opposition to the hypothesis. 

( 4) A low inverse relationship between the Rhetorical Reflector and 

promotions in relation to years worked measures. 

The second finding was expected and supported the work of Hart, 

Carlson and Eadie ( 1980). They found a high negative correlation (-.81) 

between the Rhetorical Sensitivity and Noble Self measures (p.8). 

The third finding indicated that the Noble Self attitude/behavior 

tends to be rewarded by the organiutions studied. It may be that managers 

who spemk their vie'.l!Jpoint are the ones who are heard and most often 

responded to. Classic research indicates that individuals who express 

themselves often are perceived as more likely to be opinion leaders (Hurt 

and joseph, 1976 ), more credible (McCroskey, Richmond,l972 ), and more 

attractive (McCroskey, Daley, Richmond, 1974). Perhaps Noble Self 

managers are perceived as inteiBigent, confident and therefore, worthy of 

promoting. 
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Because the Rhetorical Reflector is the polar extreme of the Noble 

Self, the fourth finding is consistent with the third finding. Since the Noble 

Self shared a slight relationship with promotions in relation to years 

worked, the inverse was expected of the Rhetorical Reflector. 

To summarize the results of the Pearson Correlation Coefficients. 

the data suggested that certain kinds of attitudes lead to success. while 

others lead to tess success, although the data do not conclusively prove that a 

causal relationship exists. Strictly :Jpeaking, aU that the Pearson Correlation 

Coefficients prove is that the Noble Self and Rhetorical Reflector measures 

share a slight relationship with promotions in relation to years worked. 

One limitation needs to be taken into consideration when 

interpreting the findings of the present study. The sample is not a random 

sample of American mid-level managers. Therefore, the conclusions of this 

study are restricted to the organizations sampled. However, according to 

Lawler and Porter (1969, pp.t04-119), several factors indicate that this type 

of sample does represent a reasonable cross section of mid-level munnagers in 

American business. 

First, the sample was drawn from two geographical locations 

(southwest and west). In addition, the organizations represented a variety 

of sizes and organizational structures. Due to the variation in characteristics 

of the organizations studied, it is improbable that any finding may be a sole 

function of conditions existing in a particular oomprumy or industry. 
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Second, since the data from the sample did not appear to violate 

assumptions or findings of prior research, one might generalize with caution 

to a wider variety of organizations and individuals. The advantage of 

obtaining data from a cross section of management tends to outweigh any 

benefits that might be gained from a random sampling of one large 

orgmnimtion. 

A possible explanation for the results obtained from the Pearson 

Correlation Coefficients may be found in the recent social trend toward 

individualism which may be fostering Noble Self behavior. This is 

evidenced by Slater in his book 1n Pursuit of Loneliness ( 1976, p.9 ). "Our 

society lies near the competitive extreme. The amount of cooperative 

institutions suffer in weakness in comparison with the amount of 

competitive individualism in our society". 
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Bochner and Kelty ( 197 4, p.28 5) suggest that the present social 

environment has made us conformity oriented individuals striving to 

compete and achieve. These behaviors are learned and reinforced in our 

basic socialization agencies. We are encouraged to verbalize egocentric 

messages which are seen as more self expressive and as the means to more 

control, assertiveness, improvement and suocess. 

Patton ( 1976) gives us a historical perspective of this social 

phenonemon: 

Self interest seems to offer more to young people than company 
loyalty. During tbe 1960's an extreme!y important social change 
was in process: the seller's market for executive talent seriously 
undermined company loyalty that had been so strong in the 
depression years. This decrease in loyalty led to a powerful 
upswing in aggressive self interest on the part of a large segment 
of the executive population, which manifested itself in wide-spread 
job-hopping Md steep rises in compensation. Perhaps a natural 
consequence of their mobility, executives began to believe that 
their personal .interests were best served when they took 
precedence over company interests (pp.l-2). 

Noble Se.lf behavior is best characterized as egooentric. Specifically, 

the behavior of such managers is competitive, aggressive and uncooperative, 

pursuing sell concerns at the expense of others. The attempt is to gam 

power, influence and control by direct confrontation--by trying to "win" 

without considering the goals and points of views of others. 
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Pmtton (1976) discusses the impact of the problem on "the system": 

Given the changes in social mores that have occurred during the 
last decade, gradual erosion of the relative starting salary rates for 
executives probably will have a predictable effect on the well
educated young individual or executive calibre. These young 
executives will have learned that self-interest frequently pays off 
better than company loyalty and that organized self-interest has 
been highly profitable for other professionals such as teachers. 
doctors, nurses, football players, airline pilots, and the like. He or 
she will be far more demanding of "the system" than his or her 
father was and considerably more aggressive in his or her own 
interest (p.4). 

The rapid pace of life, due to these societal and cultural 

developments, has placed excessive pressure on the individual to perform, 

compete and produce those behaviors associated with success in the 

oompetitive organizational environment. Any attempt to oppose the trend 

would be seen as failure in the eyes of those elements of society that 

distribute the rewards. 

The implications of this societal trend for management are 

provided by Patton ( 1976): 

The split between the societal and the self -interest disciplines is, I 
believe, an ominous trend where the management tasks are 
concerned. Up to now, the oorporate interest and that of the 
executive tended to be synonymous; the individual was usually 
content for .his future to be tied to that of his company. But, more 
and more, the individual executive regards his own interest as 
linked to industry in general, or to some functional specialty, such 
as consumer marketing, financial control, or foreign trade. 



If his company is growing too slowly to suit him, he is frequently 
tempted to take his talents elsewhere. As more and more 
executives grow to understand the ecomonics of industry and begin 
to put their self -interests before everything else, top management 
will have increasing dilliculty in maintaining an e1ecutive team or 
uniformly high quality. (p.S) 
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There are numerous other possibilities why the results failed to 

support the hypothesis. One possible reason for the failure may lie in the 

validity of the RHBTSBN Scmle. For in 1980, Hart. Carlson and Eadie ( 1980) 

stated: 

The RHETSBN Scale is still in its adolescence; inferences based on 
elementary statistical tests are always hazardous; a survey of even 
3,000 college students; and, most importantly, the theoretical 
assumptions undergirding the concept of Rhetorical Sensitivity are 
still so pre-articulate that any set of generalizations must be 
viewed with suspicion. (p.19) 

Another possible reason for the unexpected results is that the 

organizations studied may not consider communication skills when 

rewarding their employees. If this is true, it would add further support to 

the recant call for change in managerial philosophy and the training of 

managers. Perhaps the organizations in this sample preferred or even 

fostered Noble Self behaviors. This could be due to the training the 

managers received or the climate and values of these companies. 
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Finally, there may be other untapped dimensions that need to be 

explored in order to determine what factors oontribute to managerial 

success. In other words, although researchers have explored such factors as 

personality trait, leadership style, personal characteristics, and past 

performance to determine what contributes to managerial success, there 

may be other aspects of a manager's behavior that need to be e1plored. One 

possible dimension is the quality of the manager's relationships with peers. 

subordinates or superiors. 

Relation to Previous Research 

This study tested the speculations of Riesman, Whyte and Porter 

about the .inner and other-directed manager and the "organization man" 

concept. Riesman believed the other-directed manager was more successful. 

Whyte believed the "orgaruzation man" who "goes along with the crowd" 

was more successful. Neither tested his assumptions. Porter did test their 

speculations and found the inner-directed manager to be more successful. 

The inner-directed individual was characterized by Porter ( 1969, p.l 07) as: 

forceful, imaginative, independent, self -coofident and decisive. 

The present study refutes Whyte and Riesman and adds to the 

validity of Porter's research. These organizations not only tolerate, but tend 

to reward Noble Self attitudes and behaviors. This evidence, when 

considered together with the work of Fleishman and Peters ( 1964) and 

Road man ( 1964) refutes the "organization man" concept. 



Part Two: Implications and Contribution to Research 

The present study has contributed to both the body of research 

conducted on managerial success and that of Rhetorical Sensitivity in a 

number of ways. 
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First, the results of the Pearson Correlation Coefficients added 

support to the research conducted on .inner and other-directed managers. 

Whyte and Riesman asserted that the other-directed manager was more 

successful. Porter tested their speculations, finding that the inner-directed 

manager was more successful. This study refutes the other-directed or 

organization man concept and supports Porter's research finding. This 

research indicates, if anything, that the Noble Self manager is more 

successful. 

Second, the reseru-ch results provided a clearer understanding of 

the problem of poor mruu11gerial performance. If orgaruzations reward 

Noble Self or inner-directed behaviors rather than Rhetorically Sensitive 

behaviors, they are reinforcing extreme egocentric behaviors in their 

subordinates and in their managers. 
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Furthermore, this research added to our understanding of the 

failure of managerial training and education. If we continue to focus on 

individualism and Noble Self or inner-directed behaviors when training our 

soon-to-be managers, we will be contributing to the problem of poor 

managerial performance rather than helping to alleviate it. 

Third, by further exploring Rhetorical Sensitivity in an 

organizational setting, this research has enlarged or extended our knowledge 

of the concept of Rhetorical Sensitivity. The original research on Rhetorical 

Sensitivity was conducted solely with samples from service-concerned 

professions such as nurses, counselors, teachers, and sororities. This 

research, was the first to employ the concept of Rhetorical Sensitivity in an 

organizational setting. 

Fourth, thls study provided a more thorough understanding of 

managerial communication behaviors and their consequences in terms of 

success. Indicating that Noble Self mmnmgers tend to be more successful, this 

research provided the knowledge thmt Rhetorically Sensitive behaviors are 

not rewmrded by the organizations studied. 

F.Uuilly, the study addressed the questions that several previous 

researchers raised: 

o The study answers the question Hart, Carlson and Eadie 

posed: Does the everyday business environment reward 



Rhetorically Sensitive, Noble Self or Rhetorical Reflector 

behaviors? 

e This study used organizations with different reward 

policies, which Lawler and Porter suggested in their 

discussion of future research needs. 

@ The study addressed Lawler and Weick's statement of the 

need for more training studies and the lack of attitude 

research done in management development. 

a The study considered situational elements which previous 

studies, according to Lawler and Weick, have failed to do. 
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These research questions raise concerns about our perspective of 

managing, our training of managers and poor managerial performance. This 

research has helped to resolve the original problem described in Chapter 

One. This resew-ch also adds support to the thrust for change in our 

management perspective as described by reoent research Md literature. 

First, this research suggests additional explanations of why the 

problem of poor managerial performance exists. The problem may be due to 

the rewarding of Noble Self behaviors in organizations and from training 

managers in Noble Self attitudes and behaviors. 
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This rreseaa·ch helps us to predict manageriml suooess better. The 

research indicated that success is more likely when certain attitudes and 

behaviors are present The current study and the research conducted in the 

past help us to understand further wbat attitudes and behaviors may 

contribute to managerial success. 
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Part Three: Suggestions for Future Research 

To explore further the relationship between Rhetorical Sensitivity 

and managerial success, two research questions were posed. ( 1) Of the 

Rhetorially Sensitive, Noble Self and Rhetorical Reflector manager, which 

tends to be more successful? (2) If success is greater for the Rhet.oricaUy 

Sensitive, Noble Self or Rhetorical Reflector manager. is a high, average or 

low score in more likely associated with success? 

The results of the e1ploratory analyses produced a number of 

results which were suggestive of differences in success levels for the Noble 

Self and Rhetorical Reflector managers. The magnitude of the differences in 

success for the Noble Self and Rhetorical Reflector manager might indicate a 

direction for future research. Researchers might benefit by e1ploring the 

relationship between managerial success and the Noble Self and Rhetorical 

Reflector measures. 

Another recommendation for future research on Rhetorical 

Sensitivity and managerial success would be to use behavioral ratings of 

peers or superiors in addition to using the RHBTSBN Scale. The RHBTSEN 

Scale measures a person's attitude toward communication. 
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Such attitudes should be reflected in a person's behavior. For this reason, 

and to pursue further the relationship of Rhetorical Sensitivity to 

managerial success, it might be beneficial to obtain ratings of the manager's 

performance from peers, subordinates or superiors and compare them. 

Based upon the findings in this research, another recommendation 

for future research would be to explore the quality of the Noble Self 

manager's personal relationships. Hart, Carlson and Eadie believed that 

Rhetorical Sensitivity was crucial to successful personal relationships. While 

the Noble Self manager tends to be m.ore successful, in terms of promotions 

in relation to years worked, it would be of interest to know if his or her 

relationships on the job are as successful and whether or not he or she 

eliperiences satisfaction with his or her job. 

The data indicated significant relationships between the Noble 

Self and Rhetorical Reflector measures with promotions in relation to years 

worked. Another research need for the future is to collect data that will 

provide evidence on the direction of causality. This could be done with a 

variety of reseEarch methods including field research, longitudinal studies or 

laboratory eliperiments. Future research might benefit by obtaining 

mmnqers' estimations of the probability achieving success by having such an 

attitude or behavior. This might contribute something to the solution of the 

causality problem. While such datJ! will not provide any ultimate solutions 

to the question of causality, they will at leSlst give us some better clues than 

we have no~/ about where to loof< for causmlity. 
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One final suggestion foc future research would be to follow the 

advise of Srivastva ( 1983) in persuing the relationship between Rhetorical 

Sensitivity and managerial success: 

The executive mind cannot be studied at a distance or through the 
residues of actions that result from earlier thought processes. 
Instead, the mind must be studied both in situ and in vivo: to 
do less would lead to useless speculation at best on the nature and 
form of such continuous. evasive phenomena. Research of the kind 
advocated here would be intensive, immediate and eclectic without 
being overly intrusive. It would emphasize the bonding of 
relationships between the researcher and the executives studied at 
a level of depth heretofore reserved for the study of 
psychotherapy. (p.30 1) 

This type of research would entail observing the behaviors of a 

manager who scores high in Rhetorical Senstitivty and then comparing the 

behaviors of suocessful managers. 

Although the research questions posed may be difficult to 

undertake, there is much value to be gleaned by exploring further the 

concept of Rhetorical Sensitivity and managerial performance. 
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.R..l!E'"SE!J Scale 

Hart, Carlson, & Eadie 

1980 

Instructions: Listed l:elO"..t are a n'..l1Tiber of sta teMe."'lts to which you are to indi
cate your degree of agreenent. Please consider each statement individually and 
check the colu:nn that best represents how true each is. Ycu are marking your 
attitudes. The:-e are no right or l-:rong an;wers. 

Colur.:n A: a~-:1.ost· al~·1ays true 
Col•.lf:lil. :a: frequenr.l.y ti"'J.e 
Column C: soneti:;'les true n<Tw true is each state:::e.."'lt? 
Column D: infrequently true 
Col:J.m:'l E: alnost never true A B c D E 

1. 'People shoulc! be frank and spon-
taneous in conversation. 

2. An idea can be cor.-~unica ted in many 
different ~-:ays. 

3. ·.-n:en taL'd.ng ;zi th someone with whom I I. I 

:rou Cisagree, you should feel obli- l 
gated to state your opinion. I 

4. A person should- laugh at an unfu!my" I joke just to plea~e the joke-teller. I I I 
I I 5. It's good to follow the rule: before I 

blO"wing your top at someone, sleep I 
on the problem. 

6. ~-.'"r.an ~lY..i.."'lg to others, you should 

I ! drop all your defenses. 

7. It is best to hide one's true feel- i I :..ngs in order to avoid h~ting I I ot-hers. I 

_j 
I 
I a. !;o r..a tter how !'.ard you tz-.r, you just 

I can't r.-~ke friends ~ith everyone. 
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Eoh r~e is ench state~~t? 

A c D E 

9. One should keep quiet rather than 
say something which will alienate 
others. 

10. You should share your joys with 
your closest friends. 

11. It is acceptable to discuss religion 
with a stranger. 

12. A supervisor in a work situation 
must be forcei\11 with subordina.tes 

.to be effect~e. 

13. J.. person should tell it like it is. 

14. "Look before you leap" is the most 
i.liipor't.?..nt rule to folla:-1 ~·1hen taL'<:-
inO' 

Cl to ot;,ers. 

-·-
15. You should tell friends if you think 

they are rr.aking a mistake. 

16. 'Ihe first thing that CO!!leS to mind . 
is the best thing to say. 

--·-
17. vfnen conversing, you should tell 

ot~ers ·Hhat they •..Jant to hear. 

-
18. vihen someone dominates the conver-

sation, it's important to interrupt 
t~em in order to state you:: opinion. 

·-
19. i·Tnen an17Y, a pe~son should say 

not:Un~ rather than say soi:lethi:lg 
he or she will be sorry for later. 
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A 3 c D E 

.----·____, 

20. v!hen someone has an irritating habit, 
he or she should be told about it. 

---
21. 'i·,:'hen talking to your fr i ends 1 you 

s hould adjust your rer.arks to suit 
ther.1. 

22. You really can 1 t put s :.1 gar coating 
on bad ne-~:s. 

23. A oerson Hho speaks his or her gut 
fe~lings is to be ad. '!ired. .. 

24. You shouldn 1 t make a scene ina 
restura.nt by arguing with a waiter. 

25. - . . . t houf_;hts into l·lords just the .nl'- .. l.ng 
way you want them is a difficult 
process. 

26. A friend -who has :,ad breath should 
be told about it. 

27. If you're sure you're right, you 
should a=gue with a person v1ho dis-
agrees 1ri. th you. 

28. If people v1ould open up to each 
ot!'ler the world woul.d be better 
off. 

29. '7nere is a difference be"!Avee.."l sor7:e-
one lvho is "diplol"!'latic" and one who 
is 11 w1o-faced." 

30. You should tell ?eople if you th:in..\c 
t~ey are about to embarrass them-
selves. 
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Err.; true is each s~tc:-:-.e:.'1t"? 

A E c D E 

31. One should not be afraid to voice 
his or her opinion. 

-

32. If your boss doesn't like you, 
there's not much you can do about 
it. 

33. You should tell soneone if you think 
they are gi·ving you bad ad·vice. 

34. ·Saying what you think is a sign of 
fr:.endship. 

35. ',\Then you 're sure you 1 re right, you 
~hould press your point until you 
win the argument. 

36. "If you feel it, say it" is a good I I 
rule to fol.l..o\.1 in conversation. 

' 
I l 

37. If a ma~ cheats on his wife, he 
should tell her. 

38. It is better to speak your gut feel- I ings than to beat around the bush. 

39. He should have a ld.nd word for the 
people we meet in life. 

40. One should treat all people in the 
same w.;ay. 

' 



.. -~- ~ ,_,, 

.~.:~:.. .. .;r ..... 

Score Sheet 

Instructions: Circle the m1nfuer in each column th3.t correso::mds to :,·our attit:J.de 
checked for each ita~. Repeat for each of the three scales. 

--
P.S Scale !JS Scale R.H. Scale 

A. B c D E A 3 c D E A B G D E 

1. 1 2 l 2 1 1 2 
2. 
3. l 2 1 2 1 l 2 
4. l 2 1 1 2 2 1 

_5. l 2 l 1 2 2 l 
6. 
7. 1 2 l l 2 2 1 
e. 
9. 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 

10. 
11. T -z ·r ~ :L 
12. 1 2 
13. 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 
14. 
Jj,. 1 2 1 2 l 1 2 
16. 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 
17. l 2 1 .L 2 2 1 
lB. l 2 1 2 1 1 2 
19. 1 2 1 2 1 
20. l 2 1 2 1 1 2 
21. l 2 1 l .:: 
22. 
23. 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 

2lJ. 1 2 1 2 l 
2S. 
26. l 2 l .I:!. 1 l 2 
27. l 2 1 2 1 l 2 
25. l 2 1 2 1 l 2 
29 -
]0. l 2 1 2 1 l 2 

1 2 1 2 1 
-

33. l 2 1 2 1 1 2 

~llo l 2 l 2 l l 2 
3-S. l 2 l 2 1 l 2 
'36. 
3]. 1 2 1 
~8. l 2 1 2 1· l 2 
'J.9. l 2 l 
ho. -
Totals - - - - - - - - - - -
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APPENDIXB 

THE SUCCESS INDEX 

The following information is needed for the purpose of my research. 
Please be as honest as you can, this information will be kept completely 
confidential. Please answer all questions. Your cooperation in this 
project is essential for the research to be of value. I appreciate your 
assistance. Thank you. 

1 • How many years have you worked for this organization? ---------

2. Sex: -------

3. Age: 

4. Last level of education completed: 

High School Jr. COllege _ Bachelors oaqree Hasters 

Ph. D. 

5. Number of Promotions you have received since you began working for 
this organization 

6. Present salary (yearly). Indicate the letter corresponding to your level. 

a.$8,000 to 10,000 

b.ll,000-13,000 
c.l4,000-l6,000 
d.l7,000-l9,000 
e.20,000-22,000 
f.23,000-25,000 
g.26,000-28,000 
h.29,000-3l,OOO 
i.32 ,000-34,000 

7. Department. in t1bicb you tl'Ork: 
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j.3S,000-37,000 
k.38,000-40,000 
1.41,000-43,000 
m.44,000-46,000 
n.47,000-49,000 
o.50,000-52,000 
p.53,000-55,000 
q.SG,000-58,000 
r.59,000-6l,OOO 
s.62,000-64,000 
t.65,000-67,000 
u.GB,000-70,000 
v. 71,000 and abova 

Present salaxy is: 
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